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Executive summary 

This report sets out Entura’s assessment of the feasibility of the Atiu subproject, for the Cook Islands 
Renewable Energy Sector Project. Entura has assessed the feasibility of this subproject according to 
the selection procedure and selection criteria set out in the Project Administration Manual. The 
procedure included: 

 consultation with relevant stakeholders to obtain site data and identify the relevant 
constraints on the project 

 identification, definition and endorsement of the subproject 

 detailed assessment as per the selection criteria 

 submission of the proposed project and performance against the selection criteria for approval 
(this report). 

The defined Atiu subproject broadly consists of a 1.5 hectare site with 400 kW of solar photovoltaics 
(PV) modules, connected to a new renewable energy station with 2.9 MWh of batteries, plus 
inverters and other equipment. It is estimated that at average load, the batteries can provide up to 
50 hours operation with no generation support (solar or diesel). The selection of solar PV as the 
renewable energy generation technology was based on the satisfactory solar resource, suitability to 
the site, maturity of the technology and supporting systems (including batteries), and low 
maintenance requirements. The substantial battery component was selected to store energy, and 
thus enable better use of the renewable energy generated in excess of the load (which averages at 
45 kW), particularly through the night. The batteries, in conjunction with the system controller, will 
also provide the necessary grid stabilisation under varying load and renewable generation. 

This renewable generation plant will be connected into the existing diesel powerhouse, which 
includes four diesel generators with nameplate capacity between 100 kVA and 180 kVA (which will 
provide backup diesel power), and the existing distribution grid. The system will deliver reliable, 24/7 
power to almost all residents and businesses on Atiu (2 houses were identified as remote from the 
grid and have existing off-grid power supply). 

The proposed PV system could produce approximately 549 MWh of energy annually. Considering the 
load profile, proposed storage capacity, and natural variations in resource, this will be able to deliver 
approximately 363 MWh of usable solar PV energy to Atiu, which is approximately 95% of the 
382 MWh estimated annual consumption. The remainder of the load will be met by the backup 
diesel generators. This is illustrated in the figure below. 
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A distribution network rehabilitation upgrade is currently underway at Atiu (separate to the 
proposed subproject). This subproject will add house wiring safety checks and street lighting, to 
complete the grid rehabilitation.   

For this subproject, assessment was performed against criteria in the following categories: 

 access to renewable energy 

 technical viability 

 economic efficiency 

 financial viability  

 environmental Impact 

 land acquisition and resettlement 

 counterpart funds 

The proposed subproject was considered to satisfy all selection criteria.  
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1. Introduction 

This report sets out Entura’s (acting as the project owners’ engineer) assessment of the feasibility of 
the Atiu subproject, for the Cook Islands Renewable Energy Sector Project. Subprojects have 
previously been classified as Phase 1 (Mangaia, Mauke and Mitiaro) and Phase 2 (Atiu, Aitutaki and 
Rarotonga). Subprojects in Phase 1 were selected and approved during the preparatory stage, 
however, Phase 2 projects remain to be selected and approved. The purpose of this report is to 
define the Atiu subproject and demonstrate its feasibility and compliance with all Phase 2 selection 
criteria, and thus to seek approval of the project. It is noted that, should the Atiu subproject be 
approved, the intention is to roll this into other Phase 1 subproject procurement, and in all respects 
treat Atiu as a Phase 1 subproject. 

1.1 Subproject selection procedure 

The Project Administration Manual (PAM) sets out the subproject selection procedure for Phase 2 
projects. In summary, the steps are as follows: 

1. Conduct stakeholder consultations in cooperation with Te Aponga Uria (TAU) and Renewable 
Energy Development Division (REDD) to identify candidate subprojects. 

2. Seek endorsement of the subprojects from the Office of Energy Commissioner (OEC). 

3. Carry out subproject appraisal in accordance with the subproject selection criteria, in 
cooperation with TAU and REDD. 

4. Review of the due diligence report (this document) and endorsement by OEC and the Project 
Steering Group (PSG), which includes representatives from the Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Management (MFEM). 

5. Submission of the due diligence report to ADB for formal approval of the Phase 2 subproject. 

6. Confirmation by PSG of CIG approval and availability of funds, including counterpart funds. 

Full details are included in the PAM. 

1.2 Subproject selection criteria 

The selection of Phase 2 subprojects will be guided by the Cook Islands Renewable Energy Chart 
Implementation Plan (CIRECIP, 2012) and stakeholder consultations.  

As per the PAM, the subproject selection criteria that must be satisfied are: 

1. Access to renewable energy. Subprojects shall confirm contribution to CIRECIP 
implementation and must be in line with the government priority. Choice of renewable 
technology is solar photovoltaic power and/or its associated grid stabilization facilities such as 
secondary battery to control frequency and voltage fluctuation.  

2. Technical viability. Subproject shall demonstrate technical viability with solar irradiation 
resource assessment, electricity yield forecasting, electricity load demand forecasting, 
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geological and topological assessment, capital and operation and maintenance costs 
estimates, layout design, and grid integration simulation.  

3. Economic efficiency. The subprojects must be economically viable and shall have 
demonstrated an economic internal rate of return (EIRR) equal to or greater than 12%, or with 
EIRR of not less than 10% for subprojects with significant unquantifiable benefits. An economic 
analysis shall be conducted in accordance with ADB's Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of 
Projects (1997, as amended from time to time). Each subproject will be assessed for its 
contribution to: (a) savings in diesel use and associated costs including freight, (b) savings in 
transmission losses, and (c) savings in reduced CO2 emissions.  

4. Financial viability. The financial rate of return shall be greater than weighted average cost of 
capital, and must be robust under various adverse conditions; and the subproject investment 
cost, operation and maintenance cost, and cash inflows must be clearly presented and 
reasonable. The electricity tariff to be applied shall be set based upon levelized cost of 
electricity in principal and applicable laws and regulations to ensure financial sustainability of 
the subproject.  

5. Environmental Impact. Subproject environmental selection criteria will exclude subprojects 
that are likely to cause major environmental impacts (environmental category A), according to 
ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS, 2009).4 Environmental screening will be conducted for 
all subprojects. In selecting subproject sites, the following environmental criteria will be used 
for the first level of screening. If the site does not meet any of the criteria, then the subproject 
will not be approved as part of the project. Subprojects approved for funding under the project 
must not: (a) be classified as category A in accordance with ADB’s SPS; (b) result in significant 
loss of, or damage to, natural environments, such as forests, reefs, mangroves, or other 
sensitive areas; (c) have a permanent negative effect on a known or endangered species; or (d) 
cause permanent damage to irreplaceable cultural relics and archaeological sites. 

6. Land acquisition and resettlement. No subproject that requires land acquisition with 
significant resettlement impact, according to ADB’s SPS, will be eligible for funding under the 
project. The inclusion of a candidate subproject for project financing is contingent on 
compliance with agreed eligibility criteria. To minimize land acquisition and its impacts, the 
criteria are as follows: (a) the subproject is designed to minimize land acquisition including 
reduction of geometric standards where needed to avoid significant impacts, (b) the inclusion 
of the subproject has broader community support, (c) the proposed works minimize the 
displacement of residential structures or other permanent structures, (d) there is negotiated 
agreement with affected owners and communities for acquisition of land, and (e) there is no 
other significant adverse environmental or social impact. 

7. Counterpart funds. The Ministry of Finance and Economic Management (MFEM) will confirm 
that funds and resources necessary for the installation, operation, and maintenance of each 
subproject are provided on time. 

1.3 Subproject selection steps 1 and 2 

Prior to selection of the subproject assessed in this report, stakeholder consultations in cooperation 
with Te Aponga Uria (TAU) and Renewable Energy Development Division (REDD) to identify candidate 
subprojects, and endorsement of the subprojects from the Office of Energy Commissioner (OEC) was 
performed. 

For Atiu, a single subproject was identified from the limitations and existing conditions. This 
subproject is broadly described as:  
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A hybrid electricity generator, using solar PV to generate most of the energy requirements 
for the site.  

To provide reliable, continuous power supply, batteries will be included in the system to 
store PV generation in excess of load, for use during the night and at times of low PV output.  

For backup, in extended periods of low PV output, the existing diesel generators will be 
retained and integrated into the hybrid system.  

The system will be connected to the existing grid (which is undergoing rehabilitation outside 
this project), and will include an integrated control function to manage dispatch of energy, 
grid stability, and related grid management functions. 
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2. Stakeholder consultations 

With the assistance of REDD, the following stakeholders were consulted in assessing the Atiu 
subproject: 

 Atiu Island Council 

 Landowners 

 Cook Islands Investment Corporation (CIIC) 

 MFEM 

 Crown Law 

 Land Court 

 Surveyors 

The basis for selection of the site for the subproject is set-out below: 

 Given the estimated load projections for the subproject, and existing facilities (including diesel 
powerhouse and distribution grid) an approximate technical definition of the generation 
system was developed. 

 Land size required for the system was estimated by Entura based on typical installations 
(approximately 1 ha). Based on the system design utilising the existing powerhouse and 
distribution, an additional constraint was also identified that the land should be within close 
proximity (maximum of 400 m) from the existing powerhouse. 

 REDD negotiated with Atiu island council and local landowners to identify suitable land that 
was able to be made available for the subproject. This resulted in identification of only one 
area of land that landowners were willing to offer (which had no occupancy rights assigned).  

 This land was sloping to the south, and was heavily treed (including surrounding areas), and 
thus presented some technical challenges (principally shading). However, there were no 
significant environmental or social safeguard issues identified. 

 The technical design was revised and refined by Entura, resulting in a land area requirement of 
1.5 ha, which was still viable within the land offered. An approximate boundary for the PV site 
was also defined. 

 CIIC and MFEM were consulted with regards to additional land costs, and informed of the 
technical reasons for the change in area requirement. 

 Court records pertaining to the land were checked to confirm occupancy status and 
landowners as per discussions with landowners. 

 The proposed land use agreement was tabled by REDD with the landowners, and discussed in 
detail, with no major issues identified. 

 Survey of the proposed site extent was arranged with government surveyors. 

 Endorsement of the subproject was sought from PSG. 
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 (Note that some subsequent minor fine tuning of the subproject size was carried out to reflect 
final load projections and financial requirements. The final subproject definition set out in 
Section 3 includes these changes.) 
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3. Atiu subproject assessment 

3.1 Subproject definition 

The subproject assessed consists of a 1.5 hectare site with 400 kW of solar photovoltaics (PV) 
modules, connected to a new renewable energy station with 2.9 MWh of batteries, plus inverters 
and other equipment. 

Calculations predict that this system will supply 95% or higher renewable fraction over the 20 year 
lifetime. 

3.2 Site 

The Atiu site survey map is included in Appendix A. An approximate map, including aerial imagery, is 
shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1: Atiu site 

3.3 Technical description 

Atiu is home to about 400 people, who live in five villages concentrated around the island’s centre. 
Existing power system provides power to most customers using 11kV distribution system (apart from 
small consumption very close to the power station, which is supplied directly at low voltage (LV)).  

Indicative site 
boundary 

Connection 
corridor 

(easement) Existing lease 
(powerhouse) 
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Atiu power station is modern, with four new diesel generators installed in 2012 and a modern control 
system. The power station site has a large fenced area which could be used to house a new 
renewable energy station, which could be connected to the existing powerhouse via underground LV 
cables.  

3.3.1 Demand 

Atiu’s electricity demand is summarised in the following figures.  

 

Generation data – obtained from Ministry of Finance and Economic Management (MFEM)1, with 2014 data corrected using 
station records viewed by Entura 

Figure 3.2: Annual electricity demand for Atiu  
 

                                                                    

1 http://www.mfem.gov.ck/miscellaneous-statistics  
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Generation data – obtained from Ministry of Finance and Economic Management (MFEM)2, with 2014 data corrected using 
station records viewed by Entura 

Figure 3.3: Seasonal variation in electricity demand 
 

 

Average of available generation data – obtained from station records viewed by Entura 

Figure 3.4: Detailed seasonal variation in electricity demand for 2014 
 

                                                                    

2 http://www.mfem.gov.ck/miscellaneous-statistics  
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Generation data – obtained from station logs recorded during April 2015 

Figure 3.5: Diurnal electricity demand profile 

Figure 3.5 shows the electricity generation as a percentage of daily consumption. This reflects that 
the magnitude of consumption will change at different times of year. The median peak daily load 
during the period of data recorded was 67 kW, with the maximum recorded peak being 95 kW.  

Corresponding data for population over the last few years (the last census was in 2011) is limited, 
however, long term census data3 is shown in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6: Long term population census data 

The above data shows: 

 flat electricity load growth with moderate inter-annual variability at an annual level 
(approximately 7% on annual data for 2009-2014) 

o hypothesis tests show no significant trend in the data, and this is consistent with 
electricity load growth on other Phase 1 islands 

                                                                    

3 http://www.mfem.gov.ck/population-and-social-statistics/census  
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 minor seasonal trends, though slightly higher demand in summer (likely associated with 
additional family visitors during holidays), and moderate inter-annual variability at a seasonal 
level (approximately 10% on quarterly data for 2009-2014) 

 no statistical difference between weekday and weekend load 

 median daily peak power demand of approximately 67 kW (highest recorded peak of 95 kW) 

 daily demand profile typical of domestic consumption, with an evening peak load, and 
relatively constant daytime and night-time base loads 

 consistently declining population over the last three censuses (2001-2011) 

o broadly reflecting long term trend since construction of the international airport in 
1974, and consistent with trends on other Phase 1 islands 

o reflects increasing per-capita electricity consumption. 

Entura has synthesised a typical load for Atiu taking into account the above findings, using the 
assumptions listed below: 

 zero load growth, set at the long term average of 382 MWh per year  

 constant daily demand profile as per Figure 3.5 

 critical peak load of 105 kW (exceeds highest recorded peak of 95 kW) based on statistical 
analysis of daily peaks (99.99th percentile) 

 seasonal profile using monthly data as per Figure 3.4 

 variability of hourly load values of 10% 

 variability of monthly load of 10%. 

3.3.2 Solar resource 

No high quality site measured solar resource data set was identified or obtained for Atiu. The solar 
resource estimate, and temperature profile, was instead based on data as set out in Table 3.1. Solar 
resource data is presented as global horizontal irradiance (GHI) values. 

Table 3.1: Solar resource and temperature data for Atiu 

Data source Average daily 
irradiance 
(GHI) 
(kWh/m2) 

Average 
temperature 
(degrees C) 

Comments 

NASA Surface 
meteorology and 
Solar Energy (SSE) 

5.40 25.2 The NASA SSE data set uses a reliable and 
accurate method, however, it has a low 
resolution (1 degree of latitude and 
longitude) and thus does not capture 
local cloud build up near isolated islands. 
The solar resource estimate is likely to be 
non-conservative. 

Meteonorm 
(V7.1.4.17255) 

4.69 24.4 Meteonorm uses a proprietary algorithm 
to synthesise data based on any available 
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ground station and satellite data. While 
being difficult to validate, it overcomes 
some limitations in the NASA SSE data 
set, and generally provides a reliable 
estimate where no high quality data is 
available. 

Rarotonga site 
record 

4.54 24.0 Solar resource data obtained from 
monitoring on Rarotonga and Mauke was 
supplied by REDD. This data was obtained 
from relatively low quality instruments 
(first class) with no regular cleaning or 
quality control. The record spans 
approximately 2 years (August 2013 to 
May 2015), however, there is substantial 
missing data, including several whole 
months. The location of the Rarotonga 
site is approximately 220 km from Atiu, 
and Mauke is approximately 80 km from 
Atiu. 
Results are annualised to remove effect 
of missing months. 

Mauke site 
record 

5.21  23.2 

In consideration of the above limitations of the available solar resource data, the Meteonorm data 
set is used for the analysis of the Atiu subproject. However, a significant uncertainty in resource of 
10% is assumed and considered in the sensitivity analysis. The annual profile of solar resource is 
shown in Figure 3.7. 

 
Figure 3.7: Atiu solar resource profile (Meteonorm data) 

The average hourly variation in load compared to solar resource is shown in Figure 3.8. Also included 
in this figure are examples of a clear summer day, and a cloudy winter day.  
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Figure 3.8: Atiu daily solar resource profile compared to load profile 

Considering Figure 3.8, it can be seen that the solar resource (converted to electricity using PV 
modules) can only directly meet the Atiu load during daylight hours (no more than half the load). 
However, due to large daily variations (as shown by the example summer and winter days), only 
about 30% of the actual solar generation goes directly towards meeting the load. Thus, the proposed 
system includes an oversized PV array to generate excess energy when the sun is shining, and 
batteries to store this energy for later use. Details of the operation of the battery are presented in 
Section 3.4 

3.3.3 Proposed system conceptual design 

This section sets out the proposed system design at a conceptual level. Detailed requirements will be 
provided as part of the turnkey tender package. 

The layout of the current power station, future solar PV field and RE power station is given in 
Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Atiu Renewable power station proposed layout 

The existing powerhouse includes four Aksa diesel generators, with nameplate capacities of 100 kVA, 
132 kVA, 132 kVA and 180 kVA. All are in very good condition. 

A one line diagram of the proposed Atiu power system is given in Figure 3.10. The new renewable 
energy station will house control equipment and a battery bank. The existing step-up transformer 
will be used to bring the voltage to 11kV. From there, the existing single 11kV feeder will distribute 
electricity to the rest of the island. 

Solar PV array 
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415V/11kV, 
200kVA 

Transformer #1

Diesel Control 
Panel

Renewable energy 
station

MultiCluster Box 36

LV control 
panel

NEW 
developments

NEW 
developments

11kV distribution 
network

 

 

Figure 3.10: Proposed power system extension for Atiu 

No major changes to Atiu distribution grid are suggested at this stage, as this is currently being 
separately rehabilitated under a program run by the CIG. Installation of street lighting and house 
metering (including safety devices and wiring checks) will, however, be required. 

Overview of the major equipment to be purchased and installed in this subproject is given in 
Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Major equipment to be procured 

Item Description Units 

Solar PV panels 285 W 80-cell 1400 

Solar PV inverters 25 kW 13 

Batteries 2500 Ah (C10), 2V 432 

Battery inverters 6 kW continuous, single phase 27 

RE combiner box Up to 200 kW RE output 1 

LV distribution panel 3 CBs, 415 V, 3~, 400 A 1 

LV cables 415 V, 3 core underground cable 500m 

Street lights LED high efficiency 70 

House wiring Meter box including meter and residual current 
devices; check of house wiring, including 
ensuring 2 power points and 5 lights per house. 

130 
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3.4 System performance 

The system has been designed to achieve 95% renewable penetration, zero capacity shortage, 
operating on a 24/7 basis. Details of the expected system performance are provided below. Further 
details on actual metrics (energy produced, fuel consumed, etc. are provided in the attached 
economic and financial assessments). 

3.4.1 Renewable energy penetration 

Performance simulations were undertaken by Entura using Homer Energy and PVSyst simulation 
software. PVSyst was used to estimate the output of the solar PV array, including detailed 
calculations of system losses accounting for shading, wiring, etc. Homer Energy was used to simulate 
the system integration, accounting for power flows between PV generation, diesel generation, 
battery storage and the load. 

The PVSyst output report is included in Appendix B. The key output of this report is the estimated 
total system losses of 24%. Other outputs are summarised in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Summary of outputs of PVSyst model 

Parameter Value 

Irradiance  4.69 kWh/m2 

Irradiance on the plane of the array 4.87 kWh/m2 

Losses  

 Near shadings 7.9% 

 Array incidence loss 2.5% 

 Soiling loss 2.0% 

 Irradiance level loss 2.0% 

 Temperature loss 4.8% 

 Shadings: electrical loss 0.6% 

 Module quality loss 2.5% 

 Module array mismatch 1.0% 

 Ohmic wiring loss 1.1% 

 Inverter loss 1.7% 

Array energy output per annum 549 MWh 

Estimated usable energy output per annum 363 MWh 

Array maximum power output 316 kW  
(after losses and inverter constraint) 

Homer Energy simulations use a time series of load and resource data, a set of control logic, and the 
technical characteristics of different system components to estimate the energy flows in the system 
at each time step (in this case, hourly). This accounts for the expected variation in load and resource 
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around the mean values shown in Figure 3.8. The Homer Energy simulations were conducted to 
determine sizing of system components to deliver renewable energy penetration in excess of 95% 
over the subproject lifetime. That is, 95% of the 382 MWh annual energy consumption on Atiu 
should be delivered by renewable energy. This target was set on the basis of stakeholder input, in 
line with the CIRECIP. Subsequently, during evaluation against the assessment criteria, minor 
adjustments were made to align with demand projections and requirements for economic internal 
rate of return. The final system specification, as set out in Table 3.2, achieves a renewable energy 
penetration of 94.9% in year one. 

It was found to be infeasible to design for 100% renewable penetration with a solar PV and battery 
solution. 

Figure 3.11 summarises the results of the Homer Energy simulation. The energy values show the 
energy generated, stored or used in each component. It can be seen that the proposed energy 
system delivers the required energy to the load 100% of the time (faults excluded). A significant 
amount of the solar generated energy is required to be stored in the batteries to meet demand. The 
diesel generator is required to run when battery charge becomes critically low. While charging the 
batteries, the diesel generators also deliver power to the load. 

 

Figure 3.11: Annual energy flows for the Atiu generation system 

With reference to the energy breakdown in Figure 3.11, on a time basis the solar PV modules 
generate electricity 50% of the time (during daylight). Of this time: 

 52% of the time the PV modules fully meets the user load, and the excess is used to charge the 
batteries.  

 26% of the time, the PV modules fully meet the user load, but as the batteries are close to full 
the excess is spilled.  
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 The remaining 22% of the time, the solar PV output only partially meets the user load, and the 
rest is met by batteries (with a minimal contribution from the diesel generator).  

At night time, the load is supplied by the batteries. Approximately 2% of the time, the diesel 
generator activates to recharge the batteries. 

The time of day in which each component is providing power (on average) is shown in Figure 3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12: Average energy flows throughout the day for the Atiu generation system 

While Figure 3.12 shows what happens during a day ‘on average’, each day will be different (and no 
single day will be like the average).To further explain the operation of the system, consider 
Figure 3.13 which shows a two week period of simulated (using Homer Energy) operation of the 
system. The key things to note are: 

 PV output on the first day is high, and much higher than the load. Because the battery is close 
to its maximum state of charge, the excess energy from the PV modules cannot all be used, 
and some is ‘spilt’ (in reality, this means that the controller adjusts the inverter settings to 
produce less power from the PV modules). 

 Overnight after the first day, the battery state of charge decreases moderately, down to about 
80%. 

 On the second day, PV output is not as high (some cloud) but is still more than sufficient to 
charge the battery and there is still considerably spill. 

 On the third day, PV output is relatively low (cloudy) and is not sufficient to recharge the 
battery, hence no spill occurs. After the night time drain on the batteries, their state of charge 
is now relatively low, at about 60%. 
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 PV output for the next three days (Tuesday – Thursday) is still low and so the battery state of 
charge continues to decline (despite some charging during the day). Thus, the batteries have 
sustained the system through four days of low irradiance.  

 By the morning of the sixth day (Friday), the batteries have reached a critical state of charge 
(30%) for the Valve Regulated Lead Acid batteries used in the modelling, and should not be 
depleted further4. The backup diesel generators are switched on to charge the batteries to an 
acceptable state of charge.  

 This charging is repeated the following morning (Saturday), however, the PV output improves 
substantially during the day, and takes over charging of the batteries. As there is substantial 
charging occurring, no energy is spilt. 

 The next three sunny days maintain the battery charge while meeting load (and spilling 
energy). 

 Over the last three days, a similar cycle commences, however, PV generation on the third day 
is sufficient to boost the batteries before the generators are required. This is the more 
common scenario (the period selected here was specifically chosen to include activation of the 
generators). 

 

Figure 3.13: Sample period of simulation time history for proposed system 

The whole design and interaction of the system components are thus critical to the effectiveness of 
operation on a day to day basis, considering the substantial day to day and within day variation in PV 
generation.  

                                                                    

4 Note that lithium batteries typically have a higher usable power and can be discharged substantially further. 
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It is important to note that in this application, the battery system must be suitable to deliver 
sustained, low power output (over several days)5, as well as delivering the necessary response to 
load fluctuations as described in Section 3.4.2.  

Over the lifetime of the subproject, solar PV output is expected to degrade by approximately 13% 
(0.5% per year). However, because PV output was frequently spilled (as per the previous example), 
this does not mean a corresponding drop in renewable energy penetration (the contribution of the 
system to total energy consumption). The change in renewable energy penetration can be calculated 
by re-running the simulation, with solar output losses increased by 13%. This results in a reduction in 
the renewable energy penetration of the system of approximately 4% to 90.9%. 

To illustrate this effect further, consider Figure 3.11 in comparison to the end of life for the PV 
modules as shown in Figure 3.14, below. While the PV originally generated 552 MWh, the 
degradation means the PV now generates 488 MWh (64 MWh less). However, the generator is only 
called on to produce 17 MWh more, as most of the lost PV generation corresponds to lower spilled 
amounts. 

 

Figure 3.14: Energy flows for the proposed system (end of life) 

Homer Energy was also used to simulate sensitivity of the renewable energy penetration of the 
system to uncertainty in resource, changes in demand, and short term demand fluctuations (see 
Table 3.4). In all cases, the system is relatively insensitive to these effects due to the availability of 
storage as described above. For example, assuming that average solar resource is 10% less than 
predicted is a similar scenario to the ‘end of life’ panel performance described above (though 
because it applies from day one, the impact is slightly greater). Higher demand has a similar impact 

                                                                    

5 Note that sealed lead acid batteries have typically been more suited to deliver this discharge profile 
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(total energy consumption increases by 10% but 6.2% of this is met by using previously spilt energy 
from the solar PV, and the renewable penetration decreases only by 3.5% to 91.4%6).  

These changes in renewable penetration were used as inputs to the economic and financial model 
sensitivity studies. 

Table 3.4: Sensitivity to changes in resource and demand 

Parameter Change Change in 
renewable 
penetration 

Change in load 
served by renewable 
energy 

Average solar resource -10% -3.6% -3.6% 

Day to day and hour to 
hour variation in demand 
(nominally set at 10% as 
per Section 3.3.1) 

+100% (i.e. to 20%) -0.4% -0.4% 

Average demand +10% -3.5% +6.2% 

It is important to note that the output of the system is specified in terms of renewable penetration, 
rather than as an energy amount. This is because the output is not static, but is load dependent. As 
shown in Table 3.4, if the demand increases by 10%, the energy generation increases by 6.2% with no 
change to the system. Renewable penetration provides a somewhat better estimate of system 
output than providing a fixed energy output when considering small changes in demand (though it is 
noted that this approach is slightly non-conservative, it is considered more reflective of actual 
performance). 

3.4.2 Grid stability 

At the scale of system proposed, grid stability can be fully managed within the capabilities of off-the-
shelf system integration controllers7, which are specifically designed for these applications. The 
battery and inverter system are critical to support this control function as they must be able to 
respond and deliver power within the timeframes of system power fluctuations to avoid faults. 
Typically, this means that the batteries and inverters specified must meet the specifications and 
interface of the selected control system (they should be compatible, and endorsed by the respective 
manufacturers in that application). Some detailed attention needs to be devoted to fault levels and 
protection, as well as black start conditions, however, these are well understood and can be 
managed at the detailed design and review stage. 

3.4.3 Distribution losses 

Implementation of the proposed subproject is expected to result in no reduction in distribution 
losses. Current losses total approximately 19%, however, these include a significant portion of non-
technical losses. Electricity is provided free for churches, street lighting and government operations, 

                                                                    

6 Previously 94.9% penetration, scaled by 1.062/1.10 results in a reduction of 3.5%. 

7 The Sunny Island Multicluster box is one example of such a system. 
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and as these are not all metered, it is difficult to estimate this accurately. However, it is likely that 
technical losses are less than 10%, which is not unusual for a grid of this nature. 

Furthermore, the distribution rehabilitation currently underway is being implemented independent 
of this subproject. Thus, any (minor) reduction in grid losses will not be directly associated with the 
subproject. 
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4. Conformance with selection criteria 

4.1 Access to renewable energy 

As per Section 3, the proposed Atiu subproject will deliver approximately 95% renewable energy in 
year 1 and 92% in year 25, using a solar PV based generation system with battery storage to manage 
overnight load. Battery storage and the control system will manage grid stability in light of rapid 
fluctuations in PV output. The unmet load will be managed through the use of existing diesel 
generators for backup. Further, in the event of a system failure of the renewable system, the existing 
diesel generators will be able to meet continuous load, and hence provide a level of redundancy. A 
reliable, 24/7 power supply, which is less vulnerable to diesel supply volatility, is thus expected to be 
achieved. 

The existing distribution upgrade underway on Atiu is expected to reach all but two electricity 
customers (who have their own off-grid systems already). 

By delivering a renewable energy system for Atiu, this subproject contributes to the CIRECIP targets 
of 100% of islands utilising renewable energy by 2020. 

4.2 Technical feasibility 

The proposed system design is considered technically feasible based on the following: 

 proven, reliable equipment is available to meet the specification 

 sufficient solar resource to meet the load using PV technology (estimated GHI of 4.7 kWh/m2) 

 similar systems are operating effectively at many other locations, including the Northern 
Group islands of the Cook Islands (and the technical specification provided for Aitu is aligned 
with the common design principles for the Northern Group islands) 

 the system is robust to changes or inaccuracies in solar resource estimates – because of the 
system non-linearities and storage, changes in solar resource have a reduced impact on system 
generation; and any generation shortfalls can be covered by the existing diesel generators, 
employed as backup 

 there is redundancy (multiple systems of generation, and oversizing of PV) and robustness in 
the event of component failure (failures in system components may reduce performance but 
are not system critical) and spares will be provided  

 operations, maintenance and monitoring is achievable within existing local capabilities, 
allowing for modest capacity building 

 the system is technically similar to other systems in the Cook Islands, which will facilitate their 
operations and maintenance.  
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4.3 Economic efficiency 

The attached analysis (Appendix C), conducted in accordance with ADB procedures, shows that the 
EIRR of the proposed Atiu subproject is 13.9%.  

A sensitivity analysis was done for the following scenarios:  

 Increase in Capital Costs by 10%;  

 Reduction in Generation by 10%; 

 Increase in O&M costs by 10%;  

 Drop in diesel prices by 10%  

The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in the following table.  

Table 4.1: Results of the sensitivity analysis 

  Base Case Increase 
in Capital 

Costs 

Reduction 
in 

Generation 

Increase 
in O&M 

Drop in 
Fuel Price 

EIRR 13.9% 12.6% 12.4% 13.8% 12.8% 

NPV, NZD (‘000s) 515.7 167.2 118.9 492.5 205.7 

 As such, the subproject is considered to satisfy the selection criteria for economic efficiency. 

4.4 Financial viability 

Based on the analysis presented in Appendix D, the Atiu subproject satisfies the financial selection 
criteria as follows: 

 FIRR of 8.4% > WACC of 5.02% 

 Robust to adverse conditions: sensitivity study, shown in Table 4.2, demonstrates that the Atiu 
subproject can still satisfy the FIRR requirements with reasonable variations in uncertain 
parameters. 

The FIRR is most sensitive to variations in diesel price estimates (consistent with the findings of 
the preparatory stage), however, the FIRR is above the WACC in all sensitivity cases. 

 Combined tariffs and subsidies will equal the expected LCOE and will ensure the financial 
sustainability of the subproject. Setting of tariffs will be subject to government policy, 
however, LCOE with the subproject is less than without, and it is anticipated that tariffs will 
either stay the same, or decrease. 
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Table 4.2: Financial sensitivity results 

  Base Case Increase 
in Capital 

Costs 

Reduction 
in 

Generation 

Increase 
in O&M 

Drop in 
Fuel Price 

FIRR 8.42% 7.35% 7.31% 8.26% 7.31% 

NPV, NZD (‘000s) 1,563 1,144 1,015 1,483 1,015 

4.5 Environmental impact 

Entura has used the Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA) process to screen the Atiu subproject. 
The REA is included in Appendix E. In terms of the selection criteria, the REA shows the following: 

(a) the project must not be classified as category A in accordance with ADB’s SPS 

No significant environmental impacts of any nature were identified as being likely in association with 
the proposed subproject. 

(b) the project must not result in significant loss of, or damage to, natural environments, 
such as forests, reefs, mangroves, or other sensitive areas 

no potential for significant loss of, or damage to natural environments has been identified. 

(c) the project must not have a permanent negative effect on a known or endangered species 

no potential for impact on known or endangered species has been identified. 

(d) the project must not cause permanent damage to irreplaceable cultural relics and 
archaeological sites. 

No cultural relics or archaeological sites were identified at, or in direct proximity to the subproject 
site. 

4.6 Land acquisition and resettlement 

All land on Atiu is classed as privately owned native freehold land and is administered by the Land 
Court. The subproject site is part of a larger section known as Vaitamina 556. That section has been 
investigated by the Land Court, and the many individual owners are thus known and registered. 
Court records indicate approximately 300 current owners (the exact number subject to updating any 
succession orders) with 19 found to be residing on island. The site to be acquired is in the process of 
being surveyed and will be valued at the standard rate of NZD $19.76 per square meter.  

Six residential parcels have been granted as individual occupation rights within Vaitamina 556 (and, 
in two cases, subsequently structured as leases). Those occupation rights bound the subproject site 
to the N, the NW, and the SSW, and two other sections of land (owned by other families) bound the 
subproject site to the E and SSE (see Figure 4.1). Together, these property boundaries and the terrain 
features described previously constrain the shape of the subproject site.  The size of the parcel to be 
acquired is dictated partly by the need to clear the land of tall trees some distance back from the 
solar panels to protect against shading and falling timber. 
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Figure 4.1: Map of proposed lease 

The resident landowners of Vaitamina 556 agree, in principle, to transfer use of the site to the 
government for the project purpose subject to details being worked out in a formal land use 
agreement. This agreement has been expressed in public meetings and private interviews but, at the 
time this report was prepared, not yet in writing. Resident landowners know the basic terms of the 
standard agreement but do not yet have a written draft in hand for their review. The main points are 
all agreed, however. Those main points are that the mechanism for acquisition will be a voluntary 
land use agreement, that the specified land use will be for the solar subproject, that the agreement 
will terminate automatically and the land returned to the landowners once the specified use ends, 
that compensation will be at the rate of NZD $19.76 per square meter, and that the landowners will 
receive the compensation before any works begin on the site. 

The site to be acquired has no residential or other buildings and no other economic assets. It is not 
being used at present and has not been used productively for two or three decades. Much of the site 
was intensively farmed for pineapples until about 30 years ago. The government subsequently 
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planted pine and acacia trees on the site to help control erosion. Those introduced trees are now 
mature, but they have no economic value on Atiu so are not counted here as material losses due to 
the land acquisition.  

The PAM notes that no subproject that requires land acquisition with significant resettlement 
impact, according to ADB’s SPS, will be eligible for funding under the subproject. The ADB SPS 
designates projects as Category A if they have “significant” involuntary land acquisition and 
resettlement impacts, where “significant” is defined as when 200 or more persons experience 
“major” impacts, and where “major” is defined in turn as (i) being physically displaced from housing, 
or (ii) losing 10% or more of their productive (income generating) assets.   

The overall subproject is designated as Category B (Not significant impact) for involuntary 
resettlement where “not significant” means that involuntary land acquisition and resettlement is 
taken to occur but that fewer than 200 persons will experience “major” impacts as defined above. By 
these definitions, the Atiu subproject will not have significant involuntary land acquisition and 
resettlement impacts and thus is potentially eligible for funding under the project.  

The PAM also sets out five selection criteria for land acquisition and resettlement that each 
subproject must meet must satisfy. These five criteria and the performance of the Atiu subproject 
are set out below. 

(a) The subproject is designed to minimize land acquisition including reduction of geometric 
standards where needed to avoid significant impacts. 

The land allocation identified for the Atiu subproject is the minimum necessary to locate the proposed 
generation system given the terrain and vegetation of the selected site. As described in Section 
2above, the selected site is larger than would have been required on a site with more favourable 
terrain and vegetation, but While such sites do exist within proximity to the existing power station 
and distribution connection point, these sites are not acceptable to the landowners (even with the 
knowledge that less land area would be required). The area of the selected site is thus the minimum 
feasible given the limitations on land offered for the subproject. 

(b) The inclusion of the subproject has broad community support. 

The project owner’s engineer social safeguards team carried out two sites visits on Atiu (4 May and 
20 May, 2015) during which they met formally and informally with 34 resident landowners, local 
government officials, and traditional leaders. All approved, in principal, allocating usage of the 
designated site to the government for the subproject purpose subject to approval of a formal land use 
agreement under the general terms noted above. The safeguards team also surveyed 19 resident 
landowners, which is all the senior resident owners of the Vaitamina 556 section. All 19 stated that 
they approve, in principal, allocating usage of the designated site to the government for the project 
purpose subject to approval of a formal land use agreement under the general terms noted above 
(survey questions and results appear in Table 2, p. 16, of the Land Acquisition and Resettlement Plan).  
The subproject has broad community support. 

(c) The proposed works minimize the displacement of residential structures or other 
permanent structures 

No residential or other structures of any kind are found on the subproject site, thus none will be 
displaced. 
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(d) There is a negotiated agreement with affected owners and communities for acquisition of 
land. 

The central government, local government officials and traditional leaders, the local island council, 
and resident landowners all agree, in principal, for the landowners to allocate usage of the 
designated site to the government for the project purpose subject to approval of a formal land use 
agreement under the freely negotiated terms noted above. 

(e) There is no other significant adverse environmental or social impact. 

None identified. See Appendix F, below, and the Land Acquisition / Resettlement Plan, June 2015, for 
details. 

4.7 Counterpart funds 

The total subproject budget is estimated at NZD 4,507,000. Funding for the proposed subproject 
includes: 

 CIG funds for land acquisition: NZD 297,000 

 PEC funds for purchase of solar panels: NZD 480,000 

 ADB funds for turnkey installation: NZD 3,150,000 

 ADB funds for price contingencies: NZD 392,000 

 ADB funds for street lighting and house wiring safety checks, as part of the grid rehabilitation: 
NZD 188,000 

CIG has confirmed that agreements are in place for each of each of these sources of funding for the 
scope of this subproject. These agreements are: 

 CIG budget allocations for 2015/16 financial year 
(http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/treasury/924-capital-plan-2015-16-final-print/file)  

 PEC Grant  

 ADB Loan Number 3193-COO (http://adb.org/projects/details?page=overview&proj_id=46453-
002)  
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Appendices 
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A Atiu site survey map 
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Grid-Connected System: Simulation parameters

PVsyst Evaluation mode

Project : Grid-Connected Project at Atiu

Geographical Site Atiu Country Cook Islands

Situation Latitude 20.0°S Longitude 158.1°W
Time defined as Legal Time Time zone UT-10 Altitude 48 m

Albedo  0.20
Meteo data: Atiu TMY - TMY format, 2005

Simulation variant : repositioned for shading

Simulation date 30/07/15 12h44

Simulation parameters

Collector Plane Orientation Tilt 25° Azimuth 0°

Models used Transposition Perez Diffuse Imported

Horizon Free Horizon

Near Shadings Detailed electrical calculations (acc. to module layout)

PV Arrays Characteristics   (2  kinds of array defined)
PV module HIT Model VBHN240SJ25

Manufacturer Panasonic

Sub-array "Sub-array #1"
Number of PV modules In series 16 modules In parallel 52 strings
Total number of PV modules Nb. modules 832 Unit Nom. Power 240 Wp
Array global power Nominal (STC) 200 kWp At operating cond. 187 kWp (50°C)
Array operating characteristics (50°C) U mpp 656 V I mpp 286 A

Sub-array "Sub-array #2"
Number of PV modules In series 16 modules In parallel 52 strings
Total number of PV modules Nb. modules 832 Unit Nom. Power 240 Wp
Array global power Nominal (STC) 200 kWp At operating cond. 20.59 kWp (50°C)
Array operating characteristics (50°C) U mpp 600 V I mpp 34 A

Total Arrays global power Nominal (STC) 399 kWp Total 1664 modules
Module area 2098 m² Cell area 1824 m²

Inverter Model Sunny Tripower 25000TL-JP-30
Manufacturer SMA

Characteristics Operating Voltage 390-800 V Unit Nom. Power 25.0 kWac

Sub-array "Sub-array #1" Nb. of inverters 13 * MPPT 50 % Total Power 163 kWac
Sub-array "Sub-array #2" Nb. of inverters 13 * MPPT 50 % Total Power 163 kWac

Total Nb. of inverters 13 Total Power 325 kWac

PV Array loss factors

Array Soiling Losses Loss Fraction 2.0 %
Thermal Loss factor Uc (const) 29.0 W/m²K Uv (wind) 0.0 W/m²K / m/s

Wiring Ohmic Loss Array#1 50 mOhm Loss Fraction 2.0 % at STC
Array#2 37 mOhm Loss Fraction 1.5 % at STC

Global Loss Fraction 1.7 % at STC

Module Quality Loss Loss Fraction 2.5 %
Module Mismatch Losses Loss Fraction 1.0 % at MPP
Incidence effect, ASHRAE parametrization IAM = 1 - bo (1/cos i - 1) bo Param. 0.05
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Grid-Connected System: Near shading definition

PVsyst Evaluation mode

Project : Grid-Connected Project at Atiu

Simulation variant : repositioned for shading

Main system parameters System type Grid-Connected

Near Shadings Detailed electrical calculations (acc. to module layout)
PV Field Orientation tilt 25° azimuth 0°
PV modules Model VBHN240SJ25 Pnom 240 Wp
PV Array Nb. of modules 1664 Pnom total 399 kWp
Inverter Model Sunny Tripower 25000TL-JP-30 25.00 kW ac
Inverter pack Nb. of units 13.0 Pnom total 325 kW ac
User's needs Unlimited load (grid)

Perspective of the PV-field and surrounding shading scene
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Grid-Connected Project at Atiu

Beam shading factor (linear calculation) : Iso-shadings curves
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Grid-Connected System: Main results

PVsyst Evaluation mode

Project : Grid-Connected Project at Atiu

Simulation variant : repositioned for shading

Main system parameters System type Grid-Connected

Near Shadings Detailed electrical calculations (acc. to module layout)
PV Field Orientation tilt 25° azimuth 0°
PV modules Model VBHN240SJ25 Pnom 240 Wp
PV Array Nb. of modules 1664 Pnom total 399 kWp
Inverter Model Sunny Tripower 25000TL-JP-30 25.00 kW ac
Inverter pack Nb. of units 13.0 Pnom total 325 kW ac
User's needs Unlimited load (grid)

Main simulation results
System Production Produced Energy 548.8 MWh/year Specific prod. 1374 kWh/kWp/year

Performance Ratio PR 77.4 %
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Normalized productions (per installed kWp):  Nominal power 399 kWp

Yf : Produced useful energy  (inverter output)  3.76 kWh/kWp/day
Ls : System Loss  (inverter, ...)                        0.07 kWh/kWp/day
Lc : Collection Loss (PV-array losses)              1.04 kWh/kWp/day
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Performance Ratio PR

PR : Performance Ratio (Yf / Yr) :  0.774

repositioned for shading

Balances and main results

GlobHor T Amb GlobInc GlobEff EArray E_Grid EffArrR EffSysR

kWh/m² °C kWh/m² kWh/m² MWh MWh % %

January 183.8 26.91 164.1 144.5 51.42 50.53 14.94 14.68

February 146.0 26.93 139.3 122.3 43.48 42.75 14.88 14.63

March 151.5 26.36 156.4 137.6 48.98 48.17 14.93 14.68

April 126.9 25.06 142.7 126.6 44.64 43.86 14.91 14.65

May 103.4 23.57 122.1 106.4 37.96 37.32 14.81 14.56

June 107.2 21.71 136.2 120.6 43.20 42.45 15.12 14.86

July 111.1 21.38 139.3 121.4 43.51 42.76 14.89 14.63

August 130.1 21.56 153.7 136.2 49.03 48.18 15.20 14.94

September 145.7 22.50 155.4 136.9 49.44 48.62 15.17 14.91

October 160.0 24.15 155.7 137.2 49.03 48.19 15.01 14.75

November 186.8 25.02 170.1 149.4 53.70 52.79 15.05 14.80

December 160.2 26.16 141.3 122.8 43.88 43.14 14.81 14.56

Year 1712.7 24.26 1776.1 1562.0 558.26 548.75 14.98 14.73

Legends: GlobHor Horizontal global irradiation

T Amb Ambient Temperature

GlobInc Global incident in coll. plane

GlobEff Effective Global, corr. for IAM and shadings

EArray Effective energy at the output of the array

E_Grid Energy injected into grid

EffArrR Effic. Eout array / rough area

EffSysR Effic. Eout system / rough area
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Grid-Connected System: Loss diagram

PVsyst Evaluation mode

Project : Grid-Connected Project at Atiu

Simulation variant : repositioned for shading

Main system parameters System type Grid-Connected

Near Shadings Detailed electrical calculations (acc. to module layout)
PV Field Orientation tilt 25° azimuth 0°
PV modules Model VBHN240SJ25 Pnom 240 Wp
PV Array Nb. of modules 1664 Pnom total 399 kWp
Inverter Model Sunny Tripower 25000TL-JP-30 25.00 kW ac
Inverter pack Nb. of units 13.0 Pnom total 325 kW ac
User's needs Unlimited load (grid)

Loss diagram over the whole year

Horizontal global irradiation1713 kWh/m²

+3.7% Global incident in coll. plane

-7.9% Near Shadings: irradiance loss

-2.5% IAM factor on global

-2.0% Soiling loss factor

Effective irradiance on collectors1562 kWh/m² * 2098 m² coll.

efficiency at STC = 19.27% PV conversion

Array nominal energy (at STC effic.)631 MWh

-2.0% PV loss due to irradiance level

-4.8% PV loss due to temperature

-0.6% Shadings: Electrical Loss detailed module calc.

-2.5% Module quality loss

-1.0% Module array mismatch loss

-1.1% Ohmic wiring loss

Array virtual energy at MPP559 MWh

-1.7% Inverter Loss during operation (efficiency)

-0.2% Inverter Loss over nominal inv. power
0.0% Inverter Loss due to power threshold
0.0% Inverter Loss over nominal inv. voltage
0.0% Inverter Loss due to voltage threshold

Available Energy at Inverter Output549 MWh

Energy injected into grid549 MWh
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C Subproject economic assessment  

C.1 Introduction 

This economic analysis of the Renewable Energy Sector Sub-Project for Atiu was carried out in 
accordance with the Asian Development Bank’s (ADB) Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of 
Projects. All costs and benefits are expressed in 2015 prices. Cost streams used for calculating the 
economic internal rate of return (EIRR) include (i) the initial costs of the hardware and electrical 
works needed for the installation and integration of the solar photovoltaic plant in the island’s 
electrical grid; and (ii) annual and periodic operation and maintenance (O&M) expenditures, 
including replacement of parts. Taxes and duties on capital and operational expenditure for the 
subprojects in the outer islands are exempted by the government. The economic benefits include (i) 
reduction in diesel fuel consumption resulting from displacement by solar photovoltaic generation; 
(ii) reduction of carbon emissions; (iii) supply of additional demand that is expected to emerge due to 
reduced cost of supply; (iv) reliable power supply due to less dependence on diesel fuel shipment; 
and (v) improved ecotourism due to cleaner environment.   

The impact of the Project will be increased energy security in an environmentally sustainable 
manner. The outcome will be increased access to a higher share of electricity generated by 
renewable energy sources.  

C.2 Atiu’s Economy Overview 

Economic and social development of Atiu is hindered by the limited size, isolation and distance from 
markets, and a shortage of labor, exacerbated by emigration. Its high reliance on its tourism sector 
makes it vulnerable to global economic shocks. Electricity costs in the Cook Islands are among the 
highest in the Pacific. Volatile diesel fuel prices and heavy reliance on imported diesel fuel for power 
generation significantly affects the economy of the island and the living standards of its population. 
Replacing conventional diesel-based power generation with generation based on renewable energy 
sources will reduce the production cost of electricity and the import bill of diesel, and will contribute 
to sustainable social and economic development. The Cook Islands is endowed with potential 
renewable energy sources, especially solar energy thanks to global horizontal irradiation of over 
1,700 kilowatt-hours per square meter per year. 

Atiu is a volcanic island 187 km northeast of Rarotonga, in the Southern Group of the Cook Islands. 
Population is 468 people (2011 Census). Atiu's area (27 km2) is about half that of Rarotonga. Its fertile 
area grows bananas, citrus fruits, pawpaws, breadfruit and coconuts. Commercial coffee production 
of Atiu Coffee Factory Ltd. created by a foreigner entrepreneur had reached about 40 hectares of 
land and 4.5 tons of roasted beans. However, its production is on hold and uncertain due to retiring 
of its owner. Another important economic activity is the Villas resort created also by a foreigner 
entrepreneur. Other meaningful commercial activities are stores located in the center of the main 
village. There are also small productions of pineapples and other fruit and vegetables. Fishing, 
together with pigs and free range chickens, complete the economic activity and provide the source of 
protein to Atiu's people.  

Atiu has a road system, though the roads are paved only in the village center. The airport has a non-
paved runway that allows regular connection service with Rarotonga, used for passengers and small 
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cargo transportation. The island has a small port that allows limited weight of goods up to five tons. 
Landing occurs by a barge that shuttles between the ship offshore and the harbor. It is generally used 
to land small fuel tanks that contain petrol or diesel, both for car and for supplying the existing 
power station. In addition to this infrastructure, the island has a Telecom station with internet Wi-Fi 
hotspots in the center of the village, hospital, school, and churches. It can be noted that churches, 
like in other islands, do not pay for electricity.   

There is high and low voltage distribution system as shown in the following figure.  

 

Figure C.1: Atiu electricity distribution network 

The detailed specifications are described in detail within this report. The power plant of Aitu is 
located about 0.8 km west of the village center on the way to the harbor.  

C.3 Assessment of Demand 

The load of Atiu is dominated by residential (or domestic) consumers having their largest energy 
consumption in the morning (6 kW at around 8am) and evening (67 kW at around 7pm), while the 
night time minimum consumption was 33.3kW and average consumption was about 44.6kW8. There 
are also seasonal changes in the consumption as shown in the following figure.  

                                                                    

8 April 2015 data.  
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Figure C.2: Atiu’s seasonal variation in electricity demand, 2007-2014 
Source: Ministry of Finance and Economic Management (MFEM), mfem.gov.ck/miscellaneous-statistics 

(2014 data corrected using station records viewed by Entura) 

As shown in the above figure, in Atiu the energy consumption peaks during summer months 
(December to February) when the most visitors are on the island.  In 2014, in the first quarter the 
consumption peaked 116 MWh, while it came to minimum of 96 MWh in the third quarter.  

The following figure shows annual generation in Outer Islands. Aitu has second largest generation 
after Mangaia (excluding Aitutaki).  

 

Figure C.3: Outer Islands generation 2008-2014 
Source: Ministry of Finance and Economic Management (MFEM), mfem.gov.ck/miscellaneous-statistics 

The annual production of electricity in Atiu is 382MWh for Jul 2013 to June 2014. Atiu’s historical 
generation is shown in the following figure.  
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Figure C.4: Atiu electricity generation, 2007-2014 
(generation data – obtained from Ministry of Finance and Economic Management (MFEM)9, with 

2014 data corrected using station records viewed by Entura) 

Demand in Atiu is going to be non-incremental to the Project, since the existing diesel generator with 
capacity of 354 kW installed in 2012 has capacity well over the current demand (n-3 redundancy).  

The demand trend, shown in the above figure, indicates that demand has some potential to change. 
Small industries, such as the Atiu Coffee Business, can significantly impact the load. Atiu Coffee has a 
29 kW discretionary load (the coffee roaster), along with other ongoing operational load10. Also, 
there are two (known) households that are not currently grid connected, which may be grid 
connected in the future.  

In addition, as demand is dependent on price level, solar power tends to create some incremental 
demand due to decrease of economic and running costs. This incremental demand is estimated 
below in Section A.5.5 based on estimated electricity cost decrease and price elasticity.  

C.4 Economic costs 

The economic analysis was conducted for a project life of 25 years plus the project implementation 
period of two years. The residual value at the end of the project life is assumed to be small 
(remaining life of batterises and converters). All prices and costs are expressed in 2015 prices. Border 
price numeraire was used. Non-traded goods and services and unskilled labor are adjusted (devided) 
by a shadow exchange rate factor (SERF) of 1.1511. Unskilled labor costs are, in additon, multiplied by 
a shadow wage rate factor (SWRF) of 0.954. Traded goods and services are assumed to reflect 
economic prices. A discount rate of 12% per annum is assumed according to the ADB’s threshold. The 
financial capital costs were converted to economic costs after excluding taxes, subsidies, and price 
                                                                    

9 http://www.mfem.gov.ck/miscellaneous-statistics  

10 Note that Entura understands that Atiu Coffee is not currently operating, while seeking sale of the business. 

11 Used in 2014 PPTA study.  
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contingencies, then applying the SERF and SWRF. The capital costs of the project include costs 
related to civil works, solar photovoltaic system, advanced battery storage, other associated costs, 
and physical contingency. These costs occur primarily during the construction period in the first year 
of the project. The operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, assumed to remain constant in real 
terms, comprise costs for maintenance, salaries and administration expenses. The O&M costs occur 
throughout the operational life of the project, which is 25 years, and also include replacement costs 
for batteries (every 10 years) and inverters (every 15 years).  

For the Atiu project about 400 kW solar PV modules, with 2.9 MWh batteries needs to be purchased 
and installed, along with a range of supporting equipment. These required capacities for panels and 
batteries were defined based on power modelling using Homer software. A new powerhouse for 
batteries and inverters and control system will also be built. 1.5 ha of land will be required to 
accommodate the solar PV modules. The existing powerhouse and diesel generator will be utilized as 
backup. Rehabilitation of the existing grid is currently underway.  

To reach economic viability two main project options (A and B) were considered. The difference 
between these systems was that option B had 25% less battery capacity than option A. The 
respective renewable energy penetration rates were 95%, and 93% (in year 1). The remaining 
demand will be met by the existing diesel generator. 

Higher penetration rate requires higher economic costs, and the total capital cost for the two options 
were: option A: NZD4.24M, and option B: NZD4.05M (including Physical contingency). Option A was 
the prefered option of the Cook Islands Government, because of the higher renewable penetration 
consistent with other islands, although option B yeilded a higher economic return.  

 Analysis was carried out also for ‘option C’, which has a 90% renewable energy penetration, 
however, it yielded a less economic return than that for option B.  

Project costs (for the preferred option A) were estimated as shown in the following table. 

Table C.1: Atiu subproject costs 

 
Component Total cost 

PV array $ 1,126,875 

Battery $ 1,321,360 

Battery Inverter $301,840 

HV & cables, LV cable, Trenching $40,000 

Other capital costs (Design, Land, Freight, Installation (incl. 
Environmental Costs), Commissioning) 

$996,550 

Pre-contigency Total $3,786,625 

Physical Contingency 5% 

TOTAL $3,975,956 

The costs of replacement of batteries (in 10 years) and inverters (in 15 years) are included in the 
future cost flows in the economic model(an additional 5% was added for Installation cost, that 
include Environemntal costs). The cost of batteries will be decreasing due to technological progress. 
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A conservative annual price reduction of 3% was assumed12. Salvage values were included for the 
remaining lives of the components: 50% of batteries and 33%. 

C.4.1 Other Costs 

Other costs will be considered as follows. 

Table C.2: Other costs 

Street lighting  $40,000  

House wiring  $74,000  

Safety boxes  $74,000  

These additional costs can be included in both with- and without-project scenarios, even though 
implementation without the project is unlikely. Hence, there is no change in net cost associated with 
these items. 

C.4.2 Sustainability – Additional measures and costs 

For proper operation and maintenance and sustainability of the new photovoltaic system to be 
implemented it is important to give to the local staff the appropriate knowledge and training so that 
the responsible people know how to keep the panels free from dust, be able to operate needed 
replacements and keep the system fully operational and could be ready to face eventual faults. The 
project should also consider providing spare parts to each island so to ensure fast replacement of 
most important components.  

C.5 Economic benefits 

The economic benefits of the subproject were estimated on the assumption that solar photovoltaic 
power generation will substitute current diesel generation, and existing diesel generation will be 
used as back-up. Thus, the main Project benefits are: (i) saving diesel fuel, (ii) carbon benefits due to 
reduced emissions from diesel generation, (iii) reliability of power supply due to less dependence 
from imported diesel fuel; and also (iv) potential impact of the project on ecotourism.  

Baseline revenues will be the same in both with- and without-Project cases, so that Revenues do not 
contribute to the net benefit. However, some non-incremental revenues are taken into account as 
discribed further in Section A.5.5.  

Also, there may be loss reduction due to the distribution system upgrade. However, these benefits of 
loss reduction are not included in the Project benefits since that could also happen in without-Project 
case.  

C.5.1 Fuel saving benefit 

                                                                    

12 IRENA, 2015, Battery storage for renewables: market status and technology outlook, 
(http://www.irena.org/menu/index.aspx?mnu=Subcat&PriMenuID=36&CatID=141&SubcatID=495) 
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Diesel fuel price in Atiu is comprised of wholesale price plus retail cost plus freight to the southern 
group of islands. The wholesale price (inclusive of levy and tax) was 1.81 NZD/liter as of June 2015 
(down from 2.61 NZD/liter last year).  This base fuel price was adjusted tax (0.23 NZD/l) to arrive at 
economic price. The retail cost and freight was estimated based on the data collected from Price 
Tribunal of the Cook Islands. A ceiling of 0.28 NZD/liter for retail and 0.28 NZD/liter for freight were 
set up by the Price Tribunal 10 years ago based on respective cost estimates. These ceilings were 
meant to cover the actual freight costs. These prices were escalated to 2015 cost levels. The 
escalation factor of 3% was used13.  

The diesel price fluctuates with the changes in the global fuel prices. Recently the price of crude oil 
has been gaining momentum that is expected to continue with Dated Brent standing at USD 65.28 
per barrel as at 19 May 201514. 

The estimated economic price of diesel fuel was escalated for the future years based on the World 
Bank fuel price projections15. 

Diesel saving benefit was calculated based on the fuel cost multiplied by the amount of fuel saved, 
i.e. (115,547 litres/year – 5,777 litres/year) x 2.71 NZD/litre (for 2017 when project is expected to 
commence). 

C.5.2 Carbon benefits 

There will be substantial reduction of carbon emissions. The respective benefit is estimated by 
market prices of carbon and existing carbon pricing. It should be noted that the real price of carbon is 
higher due to inefficiency of the existing carbon markets. Ideally, the carbon price should equal the 
social cost. 

Various carbon taxes exist in different countries (India, Japan, South Korea, Denmark, Finland, 
France, Sweden, the United Kingdom, Norway, Switzerland, parts of Canada, and parts of the United 
States). Some global trading schemes are charging about 15 USD16 per tonne. Climate Change 
Minister of Australia said17 that he was confident of the Treasury modelling, which predicts a AUD29 
a tonne carbon price in 2015/16. This price was converted to NZD, giving NZD31.9/tonne, and used 
to quantify the carbon benefits of the Project. The exchange rate of 1.1 NZD/AUD was applied as of 
June 2015.   

C.5.3 Environmental costs 

Environmental costs due to the Project implementation are relatively minor and included in capital 
cost as indicated in the following table.  

                                                                    

13 Based on the average inflation in the Cook Islands, as an indicator of escalation. 

14 Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC), 25 May 2015. 
15 http://www.worldbank.org/prospects/commodities  

16 Carbon price is the amount that must be paid for the right to emit one tonne of CO2 into the atmosphere. 

17 http://www.smh.com.au/breaking-news-national/australia-to-link-with-eu-ets-in-2015-20120828-24xw6.html 
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Table C.3: Environmental costs related to the Atiu Solar Project 

Erosion control Minor – standard mitigation 
measures to be included in civil 
works 

NSD 10,000; 
Included in 
capital cost, as 
part of 
Installation cost. 

Vegetation clearing Minor – no significant species, small 
area cleared. Disposal of vegetation 
undetermined but unlikely to be 
significant 

NZD 50,00018; 
Included in 
capital cost as 
separate line-
item. 

Hazardous waste (recycling 
batteries, inverters etc) 

Minor – waste must be removed 
from island 

Minor 

Environmental Management Plans Minor – contractors required to 
prepare CEMP 

NZD 12,000; 
Included in 
capital cost, as 
part of 
Installation cost. 

C.5.4 Benefit of sustainable power supply 

Diesel generation is dependent on monthly fuel shipments to Atiu. Delay of shipment may cause 
power interruptions. The solar power project does not have such risks of reliability (the proposed 
project technology solution includes storage and a cluster based control system that provides the 
necessary stability and reliability, enabling 24/7 power supply, with diesel backup available for 
extended cloudy days). This benefit of reliability was assessed by cost of mitigation of shipment delay 
risks. Such mitigation cost can be based on keeping additional reserve of fuel needed for power 
generation in case of potential delay of one month (the likelihood of shipment delays for more than 
one month was considered to be quite low based on historical delivery practice).  

This benefit was included in the economic model as follows: The cost of an additional tank and one 
month diesel fuel reserve was included as benefit of reliable supply (i.e. this was the cost of 
mitigating the reliability issue without the project). Cost of annual diesel is estimated to be NZD 313 
thousand (in 2017 when Project is expected to commence). 1/12th of this cost to get cost of one 
month diesel plus cost of additional tank including installation cost (estimated at NZD30 thousand) 
was taken as total cost and thus the benefit of “reliable supply”.   

This benefit was not included to be on the conservative side.  

C.5.5 Additional Solar Power  

Project power will be mainly non-incremental since the Project will be replacing most of the existing 
diesel generation (95% for the selected project option). The existing diesel generator will be used to 
meet the remaining portion of the demand. In addition, as mentioned above in the demand analysis, 
                                                                    

18 Note that this cost will be provided as in-kind contribution by Island Councils (using existing plant and 
labour), and hence is not included in the Financial model 
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solar power generation will create some incremental demand that is estimated based on electricity 
cost decrease and price elasticity. The electricity cost decrease was estimated as difference between 
the costs of diesel and solar generation. The price elasticity was taken to be 0.43.19 The cost of diesel 
generation was estimated based on the current cost of the existing diesel generators (NZD 750 
thousand) installed in 2012 and its life span of 10 years. This resulted in economic levelised cost of 
diesel generation of 1.45 NZD/kWh. The levelised cost of solar project was calculated as 
1.14NZD/kWh20 based on the expected Project cost and benefit streams.  

So, the percentage cost decrease multiplied by price elasticity gave demand increase by 7.8% (i.e. 
(1.45-1.14)/1.45 x 100% x 0.43), or by 34 MWh/year (i.e. 9% multiplied by current demand of 382 
MWh/year).     

Project solar system will have some power spill due to technical nature of solar generation, 
estimated at 187 MWh (in 2017 when the project is to commence). This additional solar power 
(otherwise to be spilled off) could potentially be utilized to meet the estimated above incremental 
demand of 34 MWh, i.e. 18% of the additional solar power that is otherwise to be spilled off.  

These estimates of incremental demand and how it is met by additional solar energy is presented in 
the following table.  
Estimation of the additional (incremental) demand 

Decrease in Generation cost, % 21% 

Price elasticity coefficient 0.43 

Demand increase, % 9.0% 

Current Demand , MWh/year 382 

Demand increase, MWh/year 34 

Solar power to be spilled off, MWh/year 187 

Portion of Solar to be utilized, % 18% 

This additional consumption (that is relatively small, and within the fluctuations of load seen over the 
past five years) is valued at willingness-to-pay (WTP) estimated based on the cost of solar and the 
diesel generation as an alternative source of supply.  So, based on the above calculations, WTP was 
estimated as follows:  WTP = (1.45+1.14)/2=1.30 (NZD/kWh). 

C.5.6 Other benefits 

Renewable energy technologies can strengthen sustainable development and marketing strategies in 
the island tourism sector, and increase number of “ecotourists” who willingly pay a little extra to 
enjoy the more sustainable lifestyle, according to a study done by International Renewable Energy 
Agency. Tourists bring around $300-$400/day/person to Atiu, so even a small gain could be valuable. 

                                                                    

19 Estimated by ADB PPTA study in 2014.  

20 Detailed calculations are given in the spreadsheet model. 
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Ecotourism was assumed to gradually increase to 10%21 of total of about 2000 tourists arriving 
annually to Atiu22.  

Other benefits (unquantified) include the reduction in disposal costs of used oil and oil filters, and 
reduced diesel smoke and noise pollution for neighbours. 

C.6 Results of Economic Evaluation 

For the economic analysis, Economic Opportunity Cost of Capital (EOCC) was used as the economic 
discount rate. EOCC was taken as 12% as specified in the PAM.  

Overall economic effect (net benefits) of the project was evaluated by calculating Economic Internal 
Rate of Return (EIRR). Project life span was taken 25 years with small residual values assumed in the 
final year for inverters and batteries calculated pro rata after the last replacement. 

The modeling was based on spreadsheets that cover the project life span period starting from base 
year, a summary of which is given in the following table. In the spread sheet models NPV values are 
expressed in millions of NZD at the base year.  
  

                                                                    

21 http://www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publications/IRENA_RE_Island_Tourism_report_2014.pdf (refer 
to Section 1.2) 

22 http://www.atiu.info/about/history 
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Table C.4: Results of economic analysis – without project 

(Constant 2015 NZD 000)    

    O&M   

  Capital Cost Fuel Personnel Net Costs* 

2016 -  (297.9)  (29.1)  (327.0) 

2017 -  (313.2)  (29.1)  (342.3) 

2018 -  (329.3)  (29.1)  (358.4) 

2019 -  (346.2)  (29.1)  (375.3) 

2020 -  (364.0)  (29.1)  (393.1) 

2021 -  (382.7)  (29.1)  (411.8) 

2022 (254.3)  (402.4)  (29.1)  (685.7) 

2023 -  (423.0)  (29.1)  (452.1) 

2024 -  (444.7)  (29.1)  (473.8) 

2025 -  (467.6)  (29.1)  (496.7) 

2026 -  (491.6)  (29.1)  (520.7) 

2027 -  (516.8)  (29.1)  (545.9) 

2028 -  (543.4)  (29.1)  (572.5) 

2029 -  (571.3)  (29.1)  (600.4) 

2030 -  (600.6)  (29.1)  (629.7) 

2031 -  (631.5)  (29.1)  (660.6) 

2032 (254.3)  (663.9)  (29.1)  (947.3) 

2033 -  (698.0)  (29.1)  (727.1) 

2034 -  (733.9)  (29.1)  (763.0) 

2035 -  (771.6)  (29.1)  (800.6) 

2036 -  (811.2)  (29.1)  (840.3) 

2037 -  (852.8)  (29.1)  (881.9) 

2038 -  (896.6)  (29.1)  (925.7) 

2039 -  (942.7)  (29.1)  (971.8) 

2040 -  (991.1)  (29.1)  (1,020.2) 

2041 -  (1,042.0)  (29.1)  (1,071.1) 

2042 -  (1,095.5)  (29.1)  (1,124.6) 

Note that revenue is the same both with and without project, and so is not shown here. 
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Table C.5: Results of economic analysis – with project 

(Constant 2015 NZD 
000) 

With 
Project 

      Incremental 

    O&M           

  Capital Cost Fuel Personnel Carbon 
value 

Additional 
solar 

Reliab
ility 

Ecotouri
sm 

Net Costs 
Net Cashflow 

2016  
(2,625.0)  (297.9)  (29.1)  -     -       (2,951.98)  (2,588.22) 

2017  
(1,125.0)  (15.7)  (29.1)  9.4   44.6   -     -     (1,115.71)  (668.02) 

2018  -     (16.7)  (29.1)  9.4   44.6    17.5   25.70   400.13  

2019  -     (17.9)  (29.1)  9.4   44.6     35.0   42.06   415.90  

2020  -     (19.1)  (29.1)  9.4   44.6     52.5   58.34   432.46  

2021  -     (20.4)  (29.1)  9.4   44.6     70.0   74.55   449.86  

2022  -     (21.7)  (29.1)  9.4   44.6     70.0   73.17   722.45  

2023  -     (23.2)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   71.71   487.35  

2024  -     (24.7)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   70.16   507.52  

2025  -     (26.4)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   68.51   528.71  

2026  (629.4)  (28.1)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   (562.64)  (77.92) 

2027  (30.0)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   64.88   574.35  

2028  -     (32.0)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   62.90   598.91  

2029  -     (34.0)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   60.80   624.71  

2030  -     (36.3)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   58.56   651.82  

2031  (206.7)  (38.6)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   (150.54)  473.74  

2032  (41.2)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   53.66   964.50  

2033  -     (43.8)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   50.98   741.61  

2034  -     (46.7)  (29.1)  9.3   44.6     70.0   48.13   774.62  

2035  -     (49.7)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   45.11   809.29  

2036  (464.1)  (52.9)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   (422.23)  381.95  

2037  (56.3)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   38.49   883.96  

2038  -     (59.9)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   34.88   924.14  

2039  -     (63.7)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   31.04   966.36  

2040  -     (67.8)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   26.97   1,010.70  

2041  -     (72.9)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   21.80   1,056.44  

2042  300.3   (76.7)  (29.1)  9.2   44.6     70.0   318.34   1,406.25  

        EIRR 13.9% 

        ENPV  515.7  
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This economic analysis resulted in an EIRR of 13.9% for the Base Case scenario of the proposed 
investment. The EIRR is higher than the Economic opportunity cost of capital EOCC, assumed at 12%.  

C.7 Sensitivity Analysis  

Sensitivity analysis reflects the vulnerability of the project to external economic and financial shocks 
over which the project has no control. A sensitivity analysis was done for the following scenarios:  

 Increase in Capital Costs by 10%;  

 Reduction in Generation by 10%; 

 Increase in O&M costs by 10%;  

 Drop in diesel prices by 10%  

The results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in the following table.  

Table C.6: Results of the sensitivity analysis 

  Base Case Increase in 
Capital Costs 

Reduction in 
Generation 

Increase in 
O&M 

Drop in Fuel 
Price 

EIRR 13.9% 12.6% 12.4% 13.8% 12.8% 

NPV, NZD 
(000) 515.7 167.2 118.9 492.5 205.7 

The Project viability is most sensitive to reduction in generation and increase in capital costs. In all 
cases, the EIRR is above 12%, so that the Project is economically viable and resilient to adverse 
impacts. 

It is notable that while a generation sensitivity of 10% is included, the likely variation in generation is 
much smaller. Uncertainty in the solar resource is approximately 10%, however, this results in a 
change in energy contribution to the system of only 3.6% (due to the non-linear nature of energy spill 
and storage). Even at a 2% probability of exceedance, the actual reduction in generation will only be 
approximately 7.2%.  

The levels of uncertainty of other parameters are considered indicative of the likely range of risk.  
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D Subproject financial assessment 

D.1 Introduction 

D.1.1 The Project 

The financial assessment of the Atiu subproject has been carried out in accordance with Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) Financial Management and Analysis of Projects23.  The financial analysis 
was conducted to determine the financial viability and sustainability of the  Atiu subproject under the 
ADB funded Renewable Energy Sector Project.   The Atiu subproject will use a solar PV based 
generation system with battery storage to manage overnight load.  The existing thermal generators 
will be used to meet any unmet demand. 

The current electricity generation and distribution system is owned and maintained by the Atiu Island 
Administration, which is a wholly owned entity of the Crown.  The Crown provides the Island 
Administration with significant funding in the form of an annual appropriation through its budget.  
The cost of electricity is met by the tariff revenues from consumers  and government appropriation. 
Capital replacement is currently funded by the Cook Islands Government.   The project implementing 
agency is the Renewable Energy Development Division (REDD) attached to the Office of the Prime 
Minister (OPM). 

D.1.2 Methodology 

The assessment was carried out using a cashflow analysis by projecting future revenues and cost 
streams from the project using certain assumptions.  Two streams of cashflows were developed; 
“with” and “without” project and the incremental cashflow determined. The stream of incremental 
cashflow is then discounted to its Present Value and financial indicators such as Financial Internal 
Rate of Return (FIRR) and Financial Net Present Value (FNPV) calculated.  The Weighted Average Cost 
of Capital (WACC) is determined based on the source and cost of financing  which is then used as a 
benchmark to compare with the FIRR and FNPV.  

D.2 Framework for financial analysis and indicators used 

D.2.1 Framework for financial analysis 

The framework for the financial analysis consists of (i) project cost estimates / investment plan; (ii) 
project operating plan; and (iii) project financing plan. The project cost estimates include estimates 
from the technical analysis of expected annual capital expenditure during project implementation 
including civil works, equipment,  consultancy services, project management and physical 
contingencies.  The project operating plan provides projections of expected revenues and operating 
costs throughout implementation and operation.  The financing plan indicates sources of debt and 
equity financing of the project which includes the amount of equity contribution from the 
Government.  

 
                                                                    

23 Financial Management and Analysis of Projects, ADB, 2005 
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D.2.2 Financial Indicators 

The profitability of the project to its owner, Atiu Island Administration, is indicated by its FIRR. The 
FIRR indicates the rate of return the project gives to the owner. The FIRR is compared to the WACC, 
another financial indicator, which indicates the cost of funds of the sources from which the project is 
financed.  

D.2.3 General assumptions used in the financial analysis 

This section lists the general assumptions. The specific assumptions relating to the project are in a 
separate section below.   The general assumptions used are; (i) a 25 year project economic lifetime; 
(ii) no residual value assumed at the end of the period; (iii) all costs based on 2015 Constant prices. 

D.2.4 Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) 

WACC has been calculated is real terms for the project at the time of appraisal by the ADB and is 
5.02% on an after tax basis.  

Table D.1: Calculation of WACC 

 
  

Item 
Asian 

Development 
Bank OCR 

Loan 
EU Grant Government Total 

A Amount ($ million) 11.19 7.26 5.83 24.28 
B Weightage (%) 46.09 29.90 24.01 100.0 

C 
Nominal cost, considering ADF loan 
as basis (%) 5.65 10.0 10.0 

D Tax rate (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 

E 
Tax-adjusted nominal cost [C x (1-
D)] (%) 5.65 10.0 10.0 

F Inflation rate (%) 3.00 2.30 3.00 
G Real cost [(1+E)/(1+F)–1] (%) 2.57 7.53 6.80 

H 
Weighted component of WACC [G 
x B] (%) 1.21 2.21 1.60 

5.02 

Source: ADB RRP and PAM, Renewable Energy Sector Project,  2014 

D.3 Financial analysis of the project 

The project will reduce the fossil fuel consumption in Atiu and enhance the level  of electricity 
security in the island.   The revenue stream will be similar for both with and without project scenarios 
since the displacement of thermal generation due to solar has not effect on benefits. However, the 
cost stream will be lesser with project since diesel costs are greatly reduced.  

D.3.1 Specific assumptions used 

The specific assumptions used are (i) island population of 468 from the Census conducted in 2011; (ii) 
no population increase or decrease projected;  (iii) annual gross generation of 382 MWh based on Ati 
Island Administration technical records for the period July 2013-June 2013 and generator logs; (iii) no 
change in the gross generation requirement over the project period; (iv) average transmission and 
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distribution losses of 19% consistent with a small network of this nature and Island Administration 
records; (v) no change is distribution losses despite planned network upgrade to 11kV since benefits 
will accrue to both “with project” and “without project” equally; (vi) average electricity tariff of 
during the base year 2014 of NZ$0.58/kWh and no change in tariff over the project period24  (vii) 
diesel fuel consumption of 3.31 kWh/litre25 based on technical records for the period July 2013- June 
2014 and assumed to remain unchanged  (viii) fuel cost based on average price at Rarotonga wharf 
over the last 12 months of NZ$ 1.76/litre adjusted for bulk discount to island governments of 
NZ$0.025/litre and freight from Rarotonga to Atiu of NZ$0.25/litre26. This price excludes custom 
duties on fuel of NZ$0.22/litre based on Exemption Order 03/09/2010 (ix) increase in fuel price of 
5.1% in real terms based on the World Bank Commodity Price Forecast of April 2015 (x)  personnel 
costs of NZ$35,000 per annum based on Government Budget estimates and remain unchanged in 
both “with” and “without” project scenarios (xi) under the “without” project scenario, replacement 
of generators every 10 years based on the most recent (2012) installed cost of NZ$ 254,000 (xii) 
“With project” solar generation of 363 MWh per annum reducing to 356 MWh over its lifetime (see 
Section 3.4 for details). Therefore the difference between the generation requirement of 382MWh 
and the solar generation to be met by diesel (xiii) “with” project capital costs include replacement of 
battery once every 10 years and inverter once every 15 years. 

D.3.2 Results of the Financial Analysis 

The FIRR of the Atiu subproject is 8.4% and the FNPV is NZ$1.56 million. Given that WACC of 5.02%, 
This demonstrates the project’s financial viability and sustainability.  The levelized cost of energy 
(LCOE) for thermal generation is NZ$ 1.34/kWh and LCOE for solar PV is NZ$ 1.09/kWh. The LCOE 
represents the discounted capital and recurrent cost of producing a unit of electricity.  The average 
tariff revenue is NZ$ 0.58/kWh and indicates the level the service is being subsidized by the 
Government.  

 

                                                                    
24 Derived from electricity revenue of $179,000 for financial year 2014 and average consumption of 25,752 
kWh from Atiu Island Administration records 
25 From power plant logs – Atiu Island Administration 
26  TRIAD Pacific Petroleum Limited, Rarotonga 
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Table D.2: Detailed FIRR Computation 

 

 

 

D.3.3 Project risks and sensitivity analysis 

The technological risk is minimal as it is well proven and several islands of the Northern Group  
already operate on Solar PV.  The entire population is connected to the grid and there is no risk from 
not connecting to the system due to affordability or any other issue.  Interviews with the island 

Year Net Cashflow (incremental)
Capital Cost Revenues O&M Net Cashflow

2015 -                 -                  -                -                    
2016 (2,747.3)         -                  -                (2,747.3)            
2017 (1,177.4)         -                  253.0            (924.5)               
2018 -                 -                  265.7            265.7                
2019 -                 -                  279.1            279.1                
2020 -                 -                  293.2            293.2                
2021 -                 -                  308.0            308.0                
2022 254.3              -                  323.6            577.9                
2023 -                 -                  339.9            339.9                
2024 -                 -                  357.1            357.1                
2025 -                 -                  375.1            375.1                
2026 (667.3)            -                  394.0            (273.3)               
2027 -                 -                  413.9            413.9                
2028 -                 -                  434.8            434.8                
2029 -                 -                  456.7            456.7                
2030 -                 -                  479.8            479.8                
2031 (220.6)            -                  504.0            283.4                
2032 254.3              -                  529.4            783.7                
2033 -                 -                  556.1            556.1                
2034 -                 -                  584.2            584.2                
2035 -                 -                  613.7            613.7                
2036 (635.5)            -                  644.6            9.1                    
2037 -                 -                  677.2            677.2                
2038 -                 -                  711.3            711.3                
2039 -                 -                  747.2            747.2                
2040 -                 -                  784.9            784.9                
2041 -                 -                  823.8            823.8                

-                  
FIRR 8.42%
FNPV ($ m) 1,563.1
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administration reveals that there is a perception that shipping costs to the island will increase due to 
reduced fuel shipments resulting in the cost of consumer items increasing. 

A sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess the change in financial viability as a result of adverse 
changes.  The results are summarized in the table below and indicate that the results are resilient to 
changes in key variables. 

Table D.3: Results of the sensitivity analysis 

 
Scenario FIRR (%) FNPV 

(NZ$mn) 

Base Case 8.4% 1.6 

10% increase in capital costs 7.4% 1.1 

10% reduction in solar generation 7.3% 1.0 

10% increase in O&M 8.3% 1.5 

10% reduction in diesel price 7.3% 1.0 

D.4 Historical Financial Performance of Atiu Island Administration 

The Cook Islands Audit Office has last carried out an audit of the Atiu Island Administration for the 
year ended 30 June 2012 and has given an unqualified opinion for account balances related to (i) 
Crown appropriations; (ii) personnel expenses; (iii) capital expense; (iv) Crown receivables and 
payables.  These statements are for the entire island administration, including electricity operations.  
Based on a source documentation obtained during a field visit by the Consultant and using 
information available in the Cook Islands Budget Estimates, the Consultant was able to prepare a pro-
forma Profit and Loss Statement extract for the island’s electricity operations.  

Table D.4: Profit and Loss Extract for Atiu Electricity Operations (NZ$ ‘000s) 

 
Year to 30 June 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Revenue 197 197 172 196 179 

Expenses:      

Fuel 281 280 284 284 280 

Personnel 67 35 34 35 35 

Depreciation 12 12 11 11 12 

Total Expenses 360 328 330 331 331 

      

Surplus/(Deficit) (163) (131) (158) (134) (152) 
 
Source :Atiu Island Administration and Cook Islands Budget Estimates 
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The electricity supply of Atiu is heavily subsidized by the Cook Islands Government through the 
national budget.  The island tariff, at NZ$0.48/kWh for domestic connections and NZ$ 0.68/kWh for 
commercial connections, has remained unchanged for more than ten years. The weighted average 
tariff is NZ$ 0.58/kWh. As of July 2014, there were 29 commercial electricity accounts and 203 
domestic electricity accounts with the island administration.  This converts to a monthly 
consumption of 88kWh on average for a domestic account and 203 kWh for a commercial account.  

With the proposed project, the fuel costs will reduce by approximately 80% on average and thereby 
electricity supply will become financially sustainable. Nevertheless, the solar PV requires major 
capital replacements in terms of battery units and inverters and funds need to be set aside, ideally 
through reduced appropriations from the CIG, to finance these replacements. 

D.5 Financial Management Assessment of the Implementing Agency – Renewable 
Energy Development Division (REDD) 

D.5.1 Brief description of REDD 

REDD is a division within the Office of the Prime Minister (OPM).  OPM has a separate budget 
identity.  The operational budget for REDD 2014/15 was NZ$ 105,000 and accounted for 9% of the 
OPM operational budget;  for salaries, wages and utilities.  However, REDD’s  operations are 
significant in terms of capital expenditure and accounts for 43% (NZ$ 45 million) of planned 
expenditure for the 5 year period 2013/14 to 2017/18. This is due to the implementation of the  
Northern Group renewable energy projects which are grant funded the Government of New Zealand 
and the Southern Group renewable energy projects, funded by ADB loans and grants.   REDD is 
staffed by two employees, a Program Manager and his assistant.  A Project Management Unit (PMU) 
for the ADB funded Southern Group projects is to be established in the near future. 

D.5.2  Financial reporting 

Financial results are reported on a monthly basis to the Ministry of Finance and Economic 
Management (MFEM). The reporting is in the form of a statement with monthly and year-to-date 
expenditure and budget under each budget head.  There is no dedicated computerized system as 
such operating in government ministries and departments.  No payments are made at REDD or OPM. 
Vouchers are raised, approved and sent for payment to MFEM. 

D.5.3 Budgeting and Management Accounting 

The annual budget preparation process commences with MFEM calling for budget estimates for the 
incoming year from its ministries and departments.  The budget is prepared by MFEM and presented 
to Parliament for approval.  The budget for OPM for 2014/15, from July 2013 to June 2014 was NZ$ 
1.14 million of which NZ$ 0.93 million (81%) was in respect of personnel emoluments. Of REDD’s 
budget of NZ$ 105,000,  NZ$ 82,000 (82%) was in respect of personnel emoluments.  

D.5.4 Auditing 

The external / statutory auditor is the Cook Islands Audit Office.  The audit for the financial year 
ended 30 June 2013 has been completed.  The audit was based on “an agreed upon procedures” 
approach where certain account balances have been audited but not the financial statements as a 
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whole. These include Crown related accounts, i.e. appropriations, receivables and payables, 
personnel expenses and capital expenses. The audit office has confirmed that these are in order. 
OPM does not have an internal auditor. 

D.5.5 Results of the Financial Management Assessment 

The financial management assessment was carried out using the ADB’s Financial Management 
Assessment Questionnaire (FMAQ) which was administered to the finance division of OPM.  OPM is a 
government department funded through Crown appropriations. Since no payments are handled at 
OPM, the internal control risk is minimized to a large extent.  The ADB will use its direct payment 
procedures for the proposed project and as such there will be no imprest account. This greatly 
simplifies project financial management at REDD/OPM.  Furthermore, the ADB will recruit a full time 
Project Accountant for the southern group project. The Project Accountant will be experienced in 
ADB procedures and documentation to ensure the smooth disbursement of funds. 

The completed FMAQ is presented in Table D-3 below. 

Table D.5: REDD/OPM – Completed Financial Management Assessment Questionnaire 

Topic Response Remarks 
1. Implementing Agency 
1.1 What is the entity’s legal status / registration? REDD is a division 

within the Office of 
Prime Minister (OPM)  

OPM has a separate 
budgetary identity. REDD 
accounts for 10% of 
OPM’s operational 
budget.  

1.2 Has the entity implemented an externally-
financed project in the past (if so, please 
provide details)? 

REDD recently 
implemented the 
Northern islands 
renewable energy a 
project very similar in 
scope to the proposed 
one. Not implemented 
an ADB project though 

 

1.3 What are the statutory reporting requirements 
for the entity? 

Monthly reporting to 
MFEM with budget, 
actual expenditure and 
variance reporting 

 

1.4 Is the governing body for the project 
independent? 

A government 
department 

 

1.5 Is the organizational structure appropriate for 
the needs of the project?  

Currently only two 
staff at REDD. PMU to 
be recruited 
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Topic Response Remarks 

2.  Funds Flow Arrangements 
2.1 Describe (proposed) project funds flow 

arrangements, including a chart and 
explanation of the flow of funds from ADB, 
government and other financiers. 

Provided separately Funds will flow to MFEM. 
REDD does not handle 
funds but does the 
accounting and 
documentation as ADB 
direct payments 
procedures will apply 

2.2 Are the (proposed) arrangements to transfer 
the proceeds of the loan (from the government 
/ Finance Ministry) to the entity satisfactory? 

There is no transfer of 
proceeds. MFEM 
retains proceeds and 
makes payments to 
suppliers/contractors 
on REDD request 

 

2.3 What have been the major problems in the past 
in receipt of funds by the entity? 

No  

2.4 In which bank will the Imprest Account be 
opened? 

N/A  

2.5 Does the (proposed) project implementing unit 
(PIU) have experience in the management of 
disbursements from ADB? 

Project accounting 
expertise will be hired 

 

2.7  Does the entity have/need a capacity to 
manage foreign exchange risks? 

Not relevant  

2.8  How are the counterpart funds accessed?  Through government 
budget  

 

2.9  How are payments made from the counterpart 
funds? 

Through government 
budget procedures 

 

2.10  If part of the project is implemented by 
communities or NGOs, does the PIU have the 
necessary reporting and monitoring features 
built into its systems to track the use of project 
proceeds by such agencies? 

No  

2.11  Are the beneficiaries required to contribute to 
project costs? If beneficiaries have an option to 
contribute in kind (in the form of labor), are 
proper guidelines formulated to record and 
value the labor contribution? 

No  

3.  Staffing 
3.1  What is the (proposed) organizational structure 

of the accounting department? Attach an 
organization chart.  

Currently two staff at 
REDD, a Project 
Manager and Project 
Accountant will be 
recruited 
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Topic Response Remarks 

3.2  Identify the (proposed) accounts staff, including 
job title, responsibilities, educational 
background and professional experience. Attach 
job descriptions and CVs of key accounting staff. 

One Project 
Accountant. Adequate 
since no payments 
through the PMU. 

 

3.3  Is the project finance and accounting function 
staffed adequately? 

Will be  

3.4  Is the finance and accounts staff adequately 
qualified and experienced? 

Yes  

3.5  Is the project accounts and finance staff trained 
in ADB procedures? 

Yes . 

3.6  What is the duration of the contract with the 
finance and accounts staff? 

Contract staff for the 
duration of the project 

 

3.7  Indicate key positions not contracted yet, and 
the estimated date of appointment. 

PMU not recruited yet  

3.10  Does the project have written position 
descriptions that clearly define duties, 
responsibilities, lines of supervision, and limits 
of authority for all of the officers, managers, 
and staff? 

Will have prior to 
implementation 

 

3.11  At what frequency are personnel transferred? N/A  
3.12  What is training policy for the finance and 

accounting staff? 
Mainly on the job 
training 

 

4.  Accounting Policies and Procedures 
4.1  Does the entity have an accounting system that 

allows for the proper recording of project 
financial transactions, including the allocation 
of expenditures in accordance with the 
respective components, disbursement 
categories, and sources of funds? Will the 
project use the entity accounting system? 

Yes, see section under 
Accounting System 
below 

 

4.2  Are controls in place concerning the 
preparation and approval of transactions, 
ensuring that all transactions are correctly 
made and adequately explained? 

Yes.  Since funds not managed 
less controls needed. All 
payments authorized by 
Manager and Vouchers 
prepared by Project 
Accountant 

4.3  Is the chart of accounts adequate to properly 
account for and report on project activities and 
disbursement categories? 

Yes, in accordance 
with ADB 
disbursement 
categories 

 

4.4  Are cost allocations to the various funding 
sources made accurately and in accordance 
with established agreements? 

Yes  

4.5  Are the General Ledger and subsidiary ledgers 
reconciled and in balance? 

Yes.   
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Topic Response Remarks 

4.6  Are all accounting and supporting documents 
retained on a permanent basis in a defined 
system that allows authorized users easy 
access?  

Yes - documents 
maintained for 5 years 

 

Segregation of Duties 
4.7  Are the following functional responsibilities 

performed by different units or persons: (i) 
authorization to execute a transaction; (ii) 
recording of the transaction; and (iii) custody of 
assets involved in the transaction? 

Authorization and 
preparation of 
vouchers by separate 
staff 

 

4.8  Are the functions of ordering, receiving, 
accounting for, and paying for goods and 
services appropriately segregated? 

PMU manager signs off 
if goods received 
according to 
specifications. Project 
Owner’s Engineer 
available for technical 
issues  

 

4.9  Are bank reconciliations prepared by someone 
other than those who make or approve 
payments? 

Bank reconciliation 
done on behalf of 
MFEM who manage 
funds 

 

Budgeting System 
4.10  Do budgets include physical and financial 

targets?  
Project budgets 
prepared 

 

4.11  Are budgets prepared for all significant 
activities in sufficient detail to provide a 
meaningful tool with which to monitor 
subsequent performance? 

Yes for project, also 
Annual government 
budgetary process 

 

4.12  Are actual expenditures compared to the 
budget with reasonable frequency, and 
explanations required for significant variations 
from the budget? 

Yes, monthly.   

4.13  Are approvals for variations from the budget 
required in advance or after the fact? 

Generally in advance   

4.14  Who is responsible for preparation and 
approval of budgets? 

Finance Management 
Officer (preparation), 
Director (approval) 

 

4.15  Are procedures in place to plan project 
activities, collect information from the units in 
charge of the different components, and 
prepare the budgets? 

Yes  

4.16  Are the project plans and budgets of project 
activities realistic, based on valid assumptions, 
and developed by knowledgeable individuals? 

Yes  
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Topic Response Remarks 

Payments 
4.17  Do invoice-processing procedures provide for: 

(i) Copies of purchase orders and receiving 
reports to be obtained directly from issuing 
departments? (ii) Comparison of invoice 
quantities, prices and terms, with those 
indicated on the purchase order and with 
records of goods actually received? (iii) 
Comparison of invoice quantities with those 
indicated on the receiving reports? (iv) Checking 
the accuracy of calculations? 

All supporting 
documents for 
payments included 
with voucher for 
approval and 
subsequent entry into 
system 

. 

4.18  Are all invoices stamped PAID, dated, reviewed 
and approved, and clearly marked for account 
code assignment?  

Yes  

4.19  Do controls exist for the preparation of the 
payroll and are changes to the payroll properly 
authorized? 

Centralised 
Government payroll at 
MFEM for public 
service staff 

 

Policies And Procedures 
4.20  What is the basis of accounting (e.g., cash, 

accrual)? 
Accrual.   

4.21  What accounting standards are followed? NZ IFRS  
4.22  Does the project have an adequate policies and 

procedures manual to guide activities and 
ensure staff accountability? 

N/A. To be prepared  

4.23  Is the accounting policy and procedure manual 
updated for the project activities? 

The manual will be 
produced for proposed 
project 

 

4.24  Do procedures exist to ensure that only 
authorized persons can alter or establish a new 
accounting principle, policy or procedure to be 
used by the entity? 

Yes  

4.25  Are there written policies and procedures 
covering all routine financial management and 
related administrative activities? 

Yes  

4.26  Do policies and procedures clearly define 
conflict of interest and related party 
transactions (real and apparent) and provide 
safeguards to protect the organization from 
them? 

Yes  

4.27  Are manuals distributed to appropriate 
personnel? 

Not applicable  

Cash and Bank 
4.28  Indicate names and positions of authorized 

signatories in the bank accounts. 
No imprest account as 
direct payments 
procedure used 
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Topic Response Remarks 

4.29  Does the organization maintain an adequate, 
up-to-date cashbook, recording receipts and 
payments? 

Yes 
 
 

 

4.30  Do controls exist for the collection, timely 
deposit and recording of receipts at each 
collection location? 

Not applicable  

4.31  Are bank and cash reconciled on a monthly 
basis? 

Yes  

4.32  Are all unusual items on the bank reconciliation 
reviewed and approved by a responsible 
official? 

Yes .  

4.33  Are all receipts deposited on a timely basis? Not applicable  
Safeguard over Assets 

4.34 Is there a system of adequate safeguards to 
protect assets from fraud, waste and abuse? 

All office assets 
Government property. 
Duly accounted in 
system 

 

4.35  Are subsidiary records of fixed assets and stocks 
kept up to date and reconciled with control 
accounts? 

Not applicable   

4.36  Are there periodic physical inventories of fixed 
assets and stocks? 

No relevant  

4.37  Are assets sufficiently covered by insurance 
policies? 

No  

Other Offices and Implementing Entities 
4.38  Are there any other regional offices or 

executing entities participating in 
implementation? 

No  

4.39  Has the project established controls and 
procedures for flow of funds, financial 
information, accountability, and audits in 
relation to the other offices or entities?  

Not applicable  

4.40  Does information among the different 
offices/implementing agencies flow in an 
accurate and timely fashion? 

Not applicable  

4.41  Are periodic reconciliations performed among 
the different offices/implementing agencies? 

Not applicable  

Other   
4.42  Has the project advised employees, 

beneficiaries and other recipients to whom to 
report if they suspect fraud, waste or misuse of 
project resources or property? 

No  

5.  Internal Audit   
5.1  Is there an internal audit department in the 

entity? 
No  
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Topic Response Remarks 

5.2  What are the qualifications and experience of 
audit department staff?  

Not Applicable  

5.3  To whom does the internal auditor report? Not Applicable  
5.4  Will the internal audit department include the 

project in its work program? 
Not Applicable  

5.5  Are actions taken on the internal audit findings? Not applicable  
6.  External Audit   
6.1  Is the entity financial statement audited 

regularly by an independent auditor? Who is 
the auditor? 

Yes, by Audit Office of 
the Cook Islands 

 

6.2  Are there any delays in audit of the entity? 
When are the audit reports issued? 

2013 audit completed    

6.3  Is the audit of the entity conducted according to 
the International Standards on Auditing? 

Yes  

6.4  Were there any major accountability issues 
brought out in the audit report of the past three 
years? 

No  

6.5  Will the entity auditor audit the project 
accounts or will another auditor be appointed 
to audit the project financial statements? 

Same  

6.6  Are there any recommendations made by the 
auditors in prior audit reports or management 
letters that have not yet been implemented? 

No  

6.7  Is the project subject to any kind of audit from 
an independent governmental entity (e.g., the 
supreme audit institution) in addition to the 
external audit? 

The auditor is the 
Audit Office of the 
Cook Islands 
government 

 

6.8  Has the project prepared acceptable terms of 
reference for an annual project audit? 

Yes  

7.  Reporting and Monitoring   
7.1  Are financial statements prepared for the 

entity? In accordance with which accounting 
standards? 

NZ IFRS  

7.2  Are financial statements prepared for the 
implementing unit? 

Yes  

7.3  What is the frequency of preparation of 
financial statements? Are the reports prepared 
in a timely fashion so as to useful to 
management for decision making?  

Monthly   

7.4  Does the reporting system need to be adapted 
to report on the project components? 

No Chart of Accounts capable 
of handling multiple 
projects 
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Topic Response Remarks 

7.5  Does the reporting system have the capacity to 
link the financial information with the project's 
physical progress? If separate systems are used 
to gather and compile physical data, what 
controls are in place to reduce the risk that the 
physical data may not synchronize with the 
financial data? 

Yes  

7.6  Does the project have established financial 
management reporting responsibilities that 
specify what reports are to be prepared, what 
they are to contain, and how they are to be 
used? 

To be prepared  

7.7  Are financial management reports used by 
management? 

Yes, by government 
and by development 
partners 

 

7.8  Do the financial reports compare actual 
expenditures with budgeted and programmed 
allocations? 

 Yes  

7.9  Are financial reports prepared directly by the 
automated accounting system or are they 
prepared by spreadsheets or some other 
means? 

Yes  

8. Information Systems 
8.1 Is the financial management system 

computerized? 
Payroll system 
computerized and 
centralized. 
Expenditure reporting 
templates available 
and not computerized  
. 

. 

8.2  Can the system produce the necessary project 
financial reports? 

Yes  

8.3  Is the staff adequately trained to maintain the 
system? 

Yes  

8.4  Does the management organization and 
processing system safeguard the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of the data? 

The payroll system is 
password protected. 
Variance reporting 
through templates no 
system as such.  

.  
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E Subproject environmental assessment – rapid 
environmental assessment 

Country/Project Title: Cook Islands / Renewable Energy Sector Project 
(installation of 299kwp Solar PV Generation on the island of Atiu) 

 
Sector Division:  
 
Screening Questions Yes No Remarks 

Project Siting 
Is the Project area adjacent to or 
within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

  The proposed site is located 600m east of Teenui 
Village (200 meters south-west of the existing 
diesel power generation units) on Atiu, Cook 
Islands. The project will be implemented on an 
area of approximately 1.5 ha that is vegetated 
predominately with introduced species. The site is 
bordered to the north west and south west by 
lands with slope ratio greater than 1:10. 

Physical cultural heritage site  X No heritage sites (Confirmed by the Executive 
Officer and Mayor of Atiu by letter) 

Located in or near to legally 
protected area 

 X  

Located in or near to special 
habitats for biodiversity  (modified 
or natural habits) 

 X 
 

The introduced invasive specie the Java Plum 
(Syzygium cumini) and the native Polynesian 
Elaeocarpus provide habitat for some of the 
islands’ bird population especially during their 
fruiting season.  The two plants are located on the 
project site. The Pacific Dove, one of those birds is 
listed as moderately ‘endangered’ under the Cook 
Islands Biodiversity Database and ‘vulnerable’ 
under the IUCN Red List. No siting of the bird or its 
call was heard during the survey.  Although the 
Pacific Dove visit the area during the fruiting times 
of the Java Plum and Elaeocarpus, it is not likely to 
have any serious impact on its existence because 
of the small area used by the project. 

Wetland  X No wetland areas nearby. Site is located on the hill 
line of the island. 

Mangrove  X No mangroves on Atiu. 

Estuarine  X No estuarine environments on Atiu.  

Offshore (marine)  X Coastline is approximately 1.5km from the site. 
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Screening Questions Yes No Remarks 

Potential Environmental  Impacts 
Will the Project cause…. 

   

Large scale land disturbance and land use 
impacts especially due to diversion of 
productive lands? 

X  Unlikely. The site is currently unused and 
predominately vegetated by Caribbean Pine 
(Pinus Caribaea) and Java Plum which are 
both introduced and of little economic 
significance. The project will require the 
clearance or trimming of approximately 
1.5Ha of vegetation which will be prevented 
from re-establishing. This will result in a 
change of landuse however, it will not result 
in the diversion of productive lands.  

Involuntary resettlement of people? 
(physical displacement and/or economic 
displacement) 

 X No physical displacement involved. 

Disproportionate impacts on the poor, 
women and children, indigenous peoples 
or other vulnerable groups? 

 X  

Noise, vibration and dust from 
construction activities? 

X  Minor short-term impact due to noise 
generated from construction activities, e.g. 
chain saws and heavy machinery. As the site 
is away from major settlement, the negative 
impact is not expected to be significant. 
Mitigation measures are included in the 
EMP. 

An increase in local traffic during 
construction 

X  Likely. Transportation of construction 
equipment and construction material will 
increase the local traffic during construction. 
Negative impact is not expected to be 
significant. Mitigation measures are included 
in the EMP. 

Environmental disturbances such as soil 
erosion, land contamination, water quality 
deterioration, air pollution, noise and 
vibrations during construction phase? 

X  Possible. However, these are short term 
disturbances during construction. Mitigation 
measures will be provided in the IEE and 
EMP. 

Aesthetic degradation and property values 
loss due to establishment of plant and 
ancillary facilities? 

 X  

Changes in flow regimes of the water 
intake from surface water or underground 
wells due to abstraction for cooling 
purposes? 

 X  

Pollution of water bodies and aquatic 
ecosystem from wastewater treatment 

 X Negligible quantities of wastewater will be 
generated and will be collected and disposed 
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Screening Questions Yes No Remarks 
plant, from cooling towers, and wash-
water during operation? 

of at Atiu power station.   

A threat to bird or bat life from colliding 
with the project facilities and or being 
burned by concentrated solar rays? 

 X  

Industrial liquid (dielectric fluids, cleaning 
agents, and solvents) and solid waste 
(lubricating oils, compressor oils, and 
hydraulic fluids) generated during 
construction and operations likely to 
pollute land and water resources? 

 X Not expected. Appropriate measures will be 
provided in the project EMP during 
construction and operation of the plant. 

Soil/water contamination due to use of 
hazardous materials or disposal of broken 
or damaged solar cells (photovoltaic 
technologies contain small amounts of 
cadmium, selenium and arsenic) during 
installation, operation and 
decommissioning? 

X  Possible. Waste generated during 
construction will be handled appropriately 
and disposed of in a sustainable manner. 
Used batteries will be removed from Atiu for 
recycling and disposal. 

Noise disturbance during operation due to 
the proximity of settlements or other 
features? 

 X  

Visual impacts due to reflection from solar 
collector arrays resulting in glint or glare? 

 X Solar panels will be installed with a tilt angel 
to avoid glare and reflection. 

Large population influx during project 
construction and operation that causes 
increased burden on social infrastructure 
and services (such as water supply and 
sanitation systems)? 

 X Small scale construction using local 
contractors as much as possible. Operation 
will be by existing power station operators.  

Social conflicts between local labourers 
and those from outside the area? 

 X Unlikely, small scale construction using local 
contractors as much as possible.  

Risks and vulnerabilities related to 
occupational health and safety due to 
physical, chemical, biological, and 
radiological hazards during construction, 
installation, operation, and 
decommission? 

X  Possible. Minor risks associated with 
batteries and solar panels. Mitigation 
measures included in EMP. 

Risks to community health and safety due 
to the transport, storage, and use and/or 
disposal of materials and wastes such as 
explosives, fuel and other chemicals 
during construction, and operation? 

X  Possible. Minor risks associated with 
batteries and solar panels. Mitigation 
measures included in EMP. 

Community safety risks due to both 
accidental and natural causes, especially 
where the structural elements or 

 X Access to the site will be controlled during 
construction and operation.  
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Screening Questions Yes No Remarks 
components of the project are accessible 
to members of the affected community or 
where their failure could result in injury to 
the community throughout project 
construction, operation and 
decommissioning? 
 
 
Climate Change and Disaster Risk Questions 
The following questions are not for 
environmental categorization purposes. 
However, the questions are included in this 
checklist to help the project team identify the 
potential climate and disaster risks of the 
project 

Yes No Remarks 

Is the Project area subject to hazards such as 
earthquakes, floods, landslide, tropical cyclone 
winds, storm surges, tsunami or volcanic 
eruptions and climate changes (See Appendix 
I)? 

X  The Island is vulnerable to tropical 
cyclones. Most recorded cyclones that 
have affected the Southern Group 
(Atiu included) were from the north 
west direction which places the project 
site on the cyclone path. Climate 
change may be a factor but its effects 
are gradual and are not expected to 
cause hazards. 

Could changes in precipitation, temperature, 
salinity, or extreme events over the Project 
lifespan affects its sustainability or cost 

X  Extreme events such as high winds 
from tropical cyclones cause by 
changes in the weather patterns could 
potentially affect the project’s cost and 
sustainability. 

Are there any demographic or socio-economic 
aspects of the Project area that are already 
vulnerable (e.g. high incidence of marginalized 
populations, rural-urban migrants, illegal 
settlements, ethnic minorities, women or 
children)? 

 X Not likely. 

Could the Project potentially increase the 
climate or disaster vulnerability of the 
surrounding area (e.g. increasing traffic or 
housing in areas that will be more prone to 
flooding, by encouraging settlement in 
earthquake zones)? 

 X Not likely. 
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F Subproject social safeguards assessment 

This section provides additional commentary and evidence to substantiate the statements in the 
main report. 

A. Summary of Land Acquisition for the Atiu Subproject 

The Cook Islands government (represented by CIIC) will acquire land for the Atiu subproject. The land 
to be acquired is privately owned native freehold land. Fifteen thousand square metres of former 
agricultural land will be acquired for the new solar PV farm. The site was selected by the local island 
council with the active participation and agreement of the resident landowners. 

For clarity, it should be noted that land acquisition will not be required under the subproject for the 
following two purposes: 

(i) Easements for new and refurbished transmission and distribution lines. Such 
transmission and distribution lines are or will be located within existing de facto public road 
easements. Due diligence carried out in May of 2015 revealed no issues with continuing this 
approach, and CIIC does not have the capacity to formalise these easements. ADB advised 
(13 May, 2015) that such cases would not trigger ADB SPS Appendix 4, par. 12, regarding 
existing assets, so formal easements need not and will not be acquired under the project. 

(ii) The subproject will upgrade the existing power station on Atiu and construct a 
separate building on the same site to house the new batteries and associated equipment. 
The government holds a valid lease on the power station site, so no land acquisition is 
required for these subproject works. 

The site to be acquired (red boundary line on map) has no residential or other buildings and no other 
economic assets. It is not being used at present and has not been used productively for two or three 
decades. Much of the site was intensively farmed for pineapples until about 30 years ago. The 
government subsequently planted pine and acacia trees on the site to help control erosion. Those 
introduced trees are now mature, but they have no economic value on Atiu so are not counted here 
as material losses due to the land acquisition. 

The occupation rights shown on adjoining parcels have all expired according to Land Court policy 
because none of the occupiers built residences on their parcels within five years, but local 
landowners do not recognize such a limitation and instead grant individual occupation rights to their 
family members in perpetuity. The landowners did not agree to make those occupied parcels 
available for the solar site, which forced the solar site down the hill further from the existing power 
plant. 

Two other occupation rights, MB 4/328 and MB 3/302, were granted in 1970 to areas of Vaitamina 
556. MB 4/328 certainly falls within the bounds of the surveyed solar site and some of MB 3/302 may 
as well. Neither occupation site was surveyed. These occupation rights were granted to large 
numbers of individuals (10 and 35, respectively) for growing pineapples. It appears that both rights 
expired according to court policy and to local practice when the specified purpose was no longer 
carried out. Thus, these two historic occupation rights do not appear to present a problem for the 
proposed land acquisition under the project. 
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B. Land Acquisition Impacts and Vulnerability of Affected Households  

Land acquisition on Atiu will be voluntary, and no affected persons (APs) will be relocated. APs will 
not lose any residences or businesses and will not lose any income-generating assets or 
opportunities. Project land acquisition will cause no loss or reduction of employment or income and 
no food insecurity. No APs will lose 10 per cent or more of their land used for food production or 
income generation. Indeed, no APs will lose any productive land—all the land to be acquired has lain 
idle and unproductive for many years.  

Interviews with landowners confirmed the ready availability of productive lands on other areas that 
they use for food production and income generation, and depopulation of Atiu due to overseas 
migration is increasing the amount of idle land. 

Economic trees on subproject site consist of five coconut trees that are not being harvested 
regularly, if at all. Based on interviews with landowners and others on Atiu and with people working 
in the timber industry on Atiu, Mangaia, and Rarotonga, the mature pine and acacia trees on the Atiu 
solar site are assessed to have no economic value under present conditions and thus will not be 
subject to compensation. These and other non-economic trees on the solar sites will be removed, 
and landowners will have salvage rights to the wood. 

APs will thus be compensated for land that is not currently productive. APs will benefit further 
through improved power supply as well as potential benefits from employment during subproject 
construction.  

The subproject design minimizes land acquisition requirements. Relevant measures include:  

(i) Orient and mount solar panels for most efficient use of available space. 

(ii) Use high-efficiency panels that require less surface area for the same amount of 
power. 

(iii) Use existing (including de facto) public roads for site access and for new and 
upgraded transmission and distribution lines. 

On islands such as Atiu that fall under the Land Court, parcels are owned by many individuals as 
tenants in common. Those individuals are the heirs of the individuals that were first recorded as 
individual owners under the Cook Islands Act 1915.  

Forty-five individuals were recorded as the owners of Vaitamina 556 when the land was first 
investigated in 1958, and those individual or their heirs now own the parcel as 300-odd tenants in 
common while residing in locations scattered over much of the globe. These 300 landowners and 
their dependents will lose part of their land and five potentially economic trees as a result of 
subproject land acquisition. The vast majority of those APs reside off island, mostly on Rarotonga, in 
the Society Islands, and in New Zealand, Australia, and other metropolitan countries.  

The total number of APs affected households resident on Atiu is estimated at 19, which is the 
number of landowners surveyed in 2015. This number is likely a modest undercount since it may not 
include other (generally junior) resident landowners who were represented at meetings and 
interviews by other (generally senior) resident landowners belonging to their own families. 
Socioeconomic data from these interviews are listed below (the table has been redacted to protect 
the privacy of respondents). 
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# Land 

Parcel 
Agree 
Land 

Transfer 

Y / N 

Gender 
M / F 

Age Education 
Level 

# People in 
Household 

Female-
Headed 

Household  

Y / N 

# Disabled 
People in 

Household 

Annual 
Household 

Cash 
Income 
(NZD) 

Main 
Sources of 
Household 

Cash 
Income 

1 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

2 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

3 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

4 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

5 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

6 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

7 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

8 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

9 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

10 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

11 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

12 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

13 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

14 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

15 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

16 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

17 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

18 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

19 Vaitamina 
556 

Y         

  19         
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Compensation payments will likely be made to a trust fund designated by the landowners. The 
assembled landowners will appoint a management committee and identify a particular bank account 
into which the compensation funds will be paid. The landowner group will then divide the funds 
internally amongst its individual members according to principles agreed amongst themselves. 

In such cases of multiple owners, the ADB requirement that landowners receive any compensation 
before work begins will be taken to be satisfied once the compensation payment is deposited in the 
specified landowner group account. Asking the project to monitor and record payments to each of 
the potentially hundreds of individual owners residing in the Cook Islands and overseas is not 
practical and would likely delay project implementation by for months or years. No risk is foreseen 
that individual landowners might be deprived of their shares for reasons that are not fair and 
reasonable (e.g., landowners residing overseas may or may not receive equal shares depending on 
particular family agreements). 

The project will enhance the livelihoods of all APs by providing cash compensation to them in return 
for government use of a small part of their non-productive land. Among those resident APs whose 
livelihoods will be enhanced are two female-headed households, no households with a disabled 
person, and 2 households with per capita cash incomes below a somewhat arbitrary poverty line of 
NZD 5 per capita per day. Such households might be taken as “vulnerable” in some sense but not 
with respect to changes initiated by the project. Those households will lose no more, gain no less, 
and face no more risk from project changes than other affected households. Indeed, no Affected 
Person or affected household will face any increased risk as a result of the project since they will gain 
cash compensation and other project benefits in exchange for land and other assets they are not 
using for productive purposes. Thus, there are no APs who are vulnerable in respect to project 
activities.  

The Cook Islands and local island governments operate numerous programs that provide livelihood, 
financial, and other support for individuals that are vulnerable in respects not related to the project. 
Those programs include old age pensions (NZD 500-640 per month), electric power subsidy for 
pensioner households and for other households earning less than NZD 15,000 per year (NZD 60 per 
month), disability benefit (NZD 164 per month), child benefits (NZD 1,000 per birth and NZD 66 per 
month to age 12), third-party caregiver subsidy (NZD 164 per month), burial allowance (NZD 2,400 
aged 60 and over), and handicapped toilet and shower construction works for disabled persons (as 
necessary). 

Since the project will enhance the livelihoods of all APs, since no APs are vulnerable in respect to 
project activities, and since the government provides substantial financial and other support to all 
people who are vulnerable in respects not related to the project, it would be inappropriate to 
provide special project benefits to some APs in addition to the compensation payments they will 
receive. This approach was approved by the project Steering Committee at a meeting on 6 June, 
2015, and is reflected in the Entitlements Matrix (see par. 115, below).  

Similarly, whereas ADB policy might otherwise give preference in hiring on project civil works to APs 
and their households, local community mores and customs would instead spread those potential 
employment benefits more widely in the community to include other community members who are 
not APs and who thus will not receive a share of the compensation payments. This approach was 
approved by the project Steering Committee at a meeting on 6 June, 2015, and is reflected in the 
Entitlements Matrix. 

All the solar sites are being acquired voluntarily under freely negotiated settlements in return for up-
front cash compensation at fair market rates. All four transfers will take the form of land use 
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agreements that will terminate automatically once the sites are no longer used for their specified 
project purpose. The existing Mangaia power station site and the existing Mauke substation and 
transformer sites may be acquired by lease. 

In sum, the net economic impact of land acquisition on APs will be strongly positive because the loss 
of productive assets is very minor or nil and because that modest loss will be compensated by 
significant cash payments. 


